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ADVERTISEMENT
NEWS FROM CUSSONS

Imperial Leather

tops soap ratings
Imperial Leather has once again seen off all

its competitors in the hard-fought soap
ratings battle. Ending 1985 with a sterling

brand share of around 14 percent (four

points aheadofits nearest rival), Cussons is

claiming record sales for its internationally

famous product.

More than a decade of consistent

idvertising and other support lie behind

Imperial Leather's unique place in the

nation's bathrooms. No other soap has been
able to adopt or maintain the brand's broad
family appeal, founded on its image of

luxury and quality, giving it an annual retail

value ofmore than £12 million. Currently, the
brand is once more on television, mid-way
through a month-long iVz million campaign.
Simultaneously, multi-packs are featuring

a powerful consumer promotion centred on
a Ford Escort Ghia first prize. This double
edged approach is typical of the style of

marketing that has kept Imperial Leather at

the top for so long and is likely to keep it

there for the foreseeable future.

This year, millions ofmothers
will give theirbaby the same name.
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NEWS FROM CUSSONS

Cussons forMen
adds new muscle
Cussons has beefed up its already success-

ful 'Cussons for Men' low price men's
toiletries with two new products - Body
Spray and Shower Gel. Like all the six

established items in the range, the new-
comers each retail for under £1.

The development follows a year of

substantial growth for the brands with

Cussons reporting a ten percent volume

he name is Cussons. Or to give

it its full title, Cussons new
Babycare range.

Some people consider baby

toiletries to be a rather small market.

The truth is, it's worth well over

£62 million. Which is getting on for

being as 'small' as the toothpaste

market.

Yet many retailers are missing out

because of the limited choice of baby-

care brands and prices available to the

consumer. A fact which hasn't gone

unnoticed at Cussons.

We feel it's time the baby market

grew up.

Hence, Cussons Babycare range.

Products specifically designed

to protect every little bit of a baby from

top to bottom (babies you'll notice,

not adults).

But most importantly, products

bearing the famous Cussons name.

A name that mothers have trusted for

years. And in the babycare market, trust

is the name of the game.

A fact we'll be capitalising on with

our forthcoming national press adver-

tising campaign.

The new Babycare range from

Cussons.

A name mothers know they can

trust. Which makes it a name you know
you can sell.

MORE IN STORE FORTHE 80'S

Ciisson.s

increase in sales across the range since

introducing new packaging in January 198S.

The new Body Spray presentation

makes good use of the sophisticated dark

charcoal Cussons for Men styling, combin-

ing the colour scheme with the latest 'bullet'

shape already familiar in the growing male

body spray sector. Formulated as an

all-over deodorant, and with the range's

consistent fresh fragrance, the 99p shelf

price is as much as SOp less than compar-

able alternatives.

Cussons sales and marketing director,

Colin Hession, forecasts a buoyant future

for the new brand: "Sales of Cussons for

Men anti-perspirant have nearly doubled in

the past year - and the body spray concept

is a natural extension into a booming part

of the male toiletries sector. Body sprays

already account for three percent of men's

deodorant purchases and sales to date

suggest significant further potential. The

under a pound' price tag makes a branded

spray very affordable and should help

develop the whole market!'

/Cussons

SHOWERGII
HAIR AND

I
BOIHSHAMPUU

Continued consumer enthusiasm for

active leisure and sports, and the growth of

leisure centres themselves, have all contri-

buted to dramatic increases in shower gel

sales - up 40 percent last year. While

Cussons is already well-known for its

Imperial Leather variety, the launch of a

Cussons for Men product marks a new
approach for the company. For the first time,

the company is aiming for both in-home and

out-of-home users simultaneously, thanks

to a self-standing pack with its own in-built

hanging cord. At 8Sp for 200ml, the brand

maintains the range's value-for-money

positioning.

Anew complexion

on Cold Cream
With speciality soaps maintaining a strong

level of consumer demand, Cussons is

relaunching its well-known Cold Cream
Soap with a new shape and up-dated

packaging.

Already a substantial brand in its own
right, Cussons Cold Cream soap currently

attracts over £L2S million worth of sales

annually on a relatively specialised distri-

bution base. By upgrading its importance,

the company intends to take a larger share

of this buoyant sector of the soap market.

Putting the market itself in perspective,

Cussons head of national accounts, Colin

Stevens, points out that 40 percent of soap

market sales are made up by brands with

less than a five percent share each. "There

is considerable scope for stocking afford-

able, high quality, smaller brands alongside

the Imperial Leathers and Cussons Pearls

to enhance the whole appeal of the soap

fixture. Cold Cream is a perennial favourite

with its natural complexion connotations of

being a beauty product - and is a must for

most retailers!'

Unlike many of its immediate rivals,

Cussons Cold Cream soap is offered at a

sensible price of 21p and clearly presents

exceptional value. Special four-packs are

also now available, giving an even more
competitive in-store price of 62p.

A Pearl of

a success

Oyster Pink Cussons Pearl featured with

Natural White on national television all this

month.
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ICOMMENTI
Perhaps like us,

pharmacists may
have been touched

% by last week's

Pharmaceutical Journal leader

expressing concern for the

autonomy of Chemist & Druggist

and the well-being of the

National Pharmaceutical
Association. We would not

question the independence of

the Pharmaceutical Journal in its

capacity as the official organ of

the Pharmaceutical Society of

Great Britain, even though all

staff wages are paid by the

Society. Nor, for that matter,

would we impugn the integrity of

the Editor or his staff or question

the quality of editorial coverage

given to the Society. The tone, if

not the content of various PJ tit-

bits on the new NPA/C&D

accord does no credit to the

organ of the Pharmaceutical

Society.

May we suggest that both

members of the NPA, its Board
and subscribers to C&D have

already seen a ''gain from the

arrangement in positive terms."

Articles on NPA business

services manager John
Gouldmg and director Tim Astill

are the evidence — a profile of

chairman Petpr Taylor and his

pharmacy is next in line.

But the NPA says it will

continue to be even-handed with

the pharmaceutical Press in its

distribution of all Association

news (p228): we would not want

it any other way. However, it

should already be apparent to

C&Hs readers, all of whom are

NPA members, that the feature

and in-depth news coverage

stemming from the commitment
announced on January 11 (p35)

has been of added value.

No doubt the \ \\
reason the Society's _j \

organ protests too ! I

1

\

much. ... 1
; _i
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API say PL(PI) refusals

are against EEC law
API (Suppliers) Ltd appealed at a
public inquiry this week against the

licensing authorities' refusal to

consider certain PL(PI) applications.

The company has had over 60

applications turned down. Six imported

products were selected as test cases ior the

inquiry, representing the tour categories

of medicines involved. They were:

biologicals (Eritrocina from Italy and Neo-

Medrol acne lotion); medicines with

product licences of right (Moduretic from

Belgium); products not manufactured by

UK licensed companies (Lomotil from

Greece); and those considered not to be

therapeutically equivalent to UK licensed

products (Voltarene and Sinemet from

France).

Mr Stephen Kon, of S.J. Berwin and Co
solicitors, acting for API, argued that it

was against EEC law for the Department

not to consider products on the grounds

that they fell into the first three categories.

It was a restraint of trade to require full

product licences for such items.

He also maintained it was not up to the

company to prove that imported products

were therapeutically equivalent, instead it

was for the licensing authorities to prove

that they were not. However, he submitted

evidence from tests showing that

Voltarene, Sinemet and Moduretic were

therapeutically equivalent to the UK
licensed products.

Mr Kon said his clients were not

contesting the legality of the PL(PI)

scheme but the way in which it was being

operated.

The inquiry, chaired by Sir Frank

Hartley, FPS, former vice-chairman,

Medicines Commission, and Dr Bernard

Hargrove, QC, started in London on

Monday and was expected to finish on

Wednesday as C&D went to press. The
chairmen were then to submit a report to

the licensing authorities who alone would

decide on the outcome. The chairmen

would not make recommendations. It is

expected to be some time before a

decision is made known.

Mr Kon thought the matter should be

referred to the European Court of Justice

as quickly as possible if any doubt

remained.

Special Bill a
solution to

contract delay?
The Government hopes to solve the

impasse over the pharmacists
contract within the next few days or

weeks by rushing special

legislation through Parliament.

Health Ministers want a new contract to

be agreed as soon as possible to end

uncertainty caused by legal doubts over

the DHSS's right to impose the terms of

settlement which the Department wants.

Ministers have now been advised by

civil servants that the simplest solution is to

introduce a short and non-controversial

Bill to give the Secretary of State increased

powers to lay down the conditions of the

contract. This is unlikely to be contested

by Labour, since the powers could also

make life easier for a future Labour

Secretary of State. The Bill could be

introduced to Parliament before Easter,

and law within a month of introduction.

Green paper set

back again
Pharmacists should not have to

cope with the reorganisation of

primary care this side of a general

election.

Although Social Services Secretary

Norman Fowler now has a "final draft" on

his desk of the much-delayed Green Paper

on improving primary care, the

Government is drawing back from

legislation in the lifetime of this

Parliament. Conservative planners prefer

the idea of publishing the Green Paper

probably this Autumn with a months-long

period of consultation with no commitment

to legislate.

The plans for primary care are

intended to cut family practitioner services

expenditure, although Health Ministers

insist the objective is to improve services to

patients. They are under pressure from the

Treasury and from health authorities who
claim that the hospital and community

health services budget is cash-limited

while the FPS budget is not.

Tory planners, with the agreement of

Mr Fowler, do not relish the prospect of

introducing cost cutting FPS changes next

Spring, when an election could be in

prospect. On the other hand, they believe

a promise to reform primary care would

look impressive in their manifesto.

Staffing and pay
on Guild agenda
Salaries, the out-of-hours dispute and
staffing shortages will be major topics of

debate at this weekend's Branch Delegates

Meeting of the Guild Of Hospital

Pharmacists.

Delegates will discuss the latest offer

on the out of hours dispute — a cash sum
of £1 , 100 added to basic grade and £600 to

staff pharmacist salary scales in exchange
for a commitment to provide emergency
cover. C&D understands that Guild

Council are concerned over the exact

nature of "the commitment". Late clinic

and special duty payments would continue

under the new offer.
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OTC steroids — green light

for Autumn launch?
The Department of Health is

finalising the terms under which
topcial steroids may be licenced for

OTC sale from pharmacies.
Hydrocortisone and hydrocortisone

acetate creams or ointments, maximum
strength 1 per cent, are expected to be the

only preparations the licensing authority

will consider suitable for OTC sale. The
only indications are to be irritant

dermatitis, contact dermatitis and insect

bite reactions. The term "eczema" may not

be used, and "rash" or "dermatitis" would

need qualification.

Contraindications will be used on the

eyes, face, or ano-genital region, broken

or infected skin including cold sores, acne
and athlete's foot. Products should not be

recommended for children under ten

without medical supervision and should be

labelled with a warning not to use in

pregnancy without medical advice.

Instructions must be to: "Use sparingly

Still no go' on
yellow cards
Pharmacists cannot submit adverse
drug reaction reports direct to the

Committee on Safety of Medicines,
the second adverse reactions

working party has recommended,
because such reports had to contain
personal patient information and a
description of the reaction in

medical terminology.

The CSM working party said

pharmacists should continue to inform the

prescribing doctor if an ADR was
suspected so the GP could decide what
action to take. A form for community
pharmacists to refer suspected ADRs to a

doctor was a matter for the profession. The
report encourages the continuing

development of a relationship between
doctors and pharmacists in identifying

ADRs and the role of the hospital

pharmacists in particular.

Minister for Health Barney Hayhoe,
announcing the findings of the report, and
said that the existing yellow cards would
continue to operate for the forseeable

future. However the working party was
aware that spontaneous reporting did not

provide all the information the CSM
required and it had looked at other post-

marketing surveillance techniques to

complement the system. However none of

over a small area once or twice a day for a

maximum period of one week. If the

condition is not improved, consult your

doctor." The pack size must be between 10

and 15g.

Companies will need to obtain

separate licences for products specifically

designed for OTC sale. A single licence

cannot cater for both an OTC and a POM
product.

Licensed products approved for OTC
are expected to be listed in a new schedule

to the POM Order in about six months, so

products should become available by the

Autumn.

Care Laboratories are among the

companies hoping to launch an OTC
hydrocortisone 1 per cent cream as soon as

the product has been approved and the

amending legislation has come into effect.

Managing director David Nelson thinks

the market for OTC topical steroids will be
about £2 1/2-3m.

the techniques looked at would improve

the monitoring of very rare or long-latency

adverse drug effects.

Additional arrangements should be
made lor the post-marketing surveillance

of new medicines particularly those

intended for long term use. The
Association of the British Pharmaceutical

Industry has advised the CSM that

companies would be prepared to co-

operate with such studies. The CSM may
also commission studies to establish

comparative risks of medicines.

Show an interest!
Members of Government appointed
drug review bodies will have to

declare publicly their commercial
interests under guidelines now
being hammered out between the

DHSS and the committees.

Health Ministers are now considering

views on the issue sent to them by
members of the Committee on Safety of

Medicines, Committee on Review of

Medicines, British Pharmacopoeia
Committee and Veterinary Products

Committee. Ministers expect the form of

declaration to be agreed with the

Committee before the Summer recess.

Committee members will have to

declare any paid employment,
consultancy, or other financial interests

relevant to their committee work.

Patent dispute

settled in court
Agreement was reached in the High
Court last week disposing of two
actions brought by the Beecham
Group against Generics (UK) Ltd for

infringement of Beecham patents

relating to oral formulations of

amoxycillin and Magnapen.
Mr Justice Falconer made an order, by

consent, that there should be inquiries as

to what damages Beecham had suffered (if

any) by reason of Generics' admitted

infringement of its patents. The inquiries

are to be stayed until after a final decision,

and any appeals on Generics' application

to the Comptroller-General of Patents to

settle the terms of licences of right.

Each side agreed to bear its own costs

in the Magnapen action but the judge was

asked to rule on costs in the amoxycillin

case in which Beecham made an
unsuccessful application for an

interlocutory injunction against Generics.

The Beecham patent in question relating

to the preparation of amoxycillin for oral

administration to humans became subject

to Licences of Right under the Patents Act

1977 last August.

Generics had made it clear that they

proposed to infringe the Beecham patent

by importing bulk amoxycillin and
formulating it for oral administration.

In September, Beecham were refused

an injunction following the House of Lords

rulling last July that no injunction should

be granted in these circumstances and
fixing a ceiling of double whatever licence

fee is finally decided on any award of

damages.

The judge ruled that although he felt

"some sympathy" with Generics, they must

pay Beecham's costs. He refused Generics

leave to appeal but it is open to them, if

they wish, to seek leave direct from the

Court of Appeal.

Scots ESPS cost
The Essential small pharmacy
scheme in Scotland cost £80,122 in

1985, according to figures from the

Pharmaceutical General Council
(Scotland).

Some 91 pharmacies were included in

the scheme during July to December, one
down on the January to June period. ESPs

in Scotland are those dispensing not more
than 1,800 prescriptions a month not less

than two miles from the nearest pharmacy.
Part-time pharmacies receive a calculated

proportion of the allowance.
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NPA Board
pleased with

C&D accord
A number of National

Pharmaceutical Association Board
members spoke approvingly of the

new arrangement with C&D (see

January 1 1 . p35) at their January
meeting. It was recognised that

communications with NPA
members would be improved.

Board members were introduced to Liz

Hunt, Chemist & Druggist's NPA reporter.

At their November meeting the Board had

unanimously agreed to contribute to the

costs of the Chemist & Druggist employing

an extra journalist on the strict

understanding that the journal would not

be appointed the Association's official

organ and that no attempt would be made
by the NPA to influence the publication's

journalistic freedom or editorial policy.

The Board regretted the adverse

editorial comment which had appeared in

the Pharmaceutical Journal: it was a

comer stone of the agreement between

NPA and Benn Publications that NPA
Press releases would, as before, be sent to

all the pharmaceutical Press, and that NPA
Press and information facilities would

continue to be made available to all pharm-

aceutical publications exactly as before.

Shops Bill: The campaign to oppose it

was gaining momentum and it is to donate

a further £1,000 to the campaign to finance

PR activity. The NPA will continue to co-

operate with the National Chamber of

Trade in seeking a rationalisation of

Sunday trading rather than the abolition of

all restrictions.

Board members were concerned
about DHSS proposals to transfer

responsibility for paying Maternity

Allowance from the Government to

employers. Representations in the

strongest terms against the proposals are to

be made directly and to MPs.

Concern is also to be expressed via the

National Chamber of Trade and the

National Association of Pension Funds
about the pension proposals set out in Mr
Norman Fowler's White Paper. The Social

Security Bill is already at the second

reading stage in the Commons so

approaches are to be made to senior civil

servants, individual MPs and Select

Committee MPs, who will be considering

the Bill in detail.

Unit pricing: The Parliamentary

Committee considered EEC proposals for

the compulsory unit pricing of non-foods

and foresaw two major problems: the EEC

directive would, for the first time, require

all non-food items to be priced; and the

requirement to indicate as price per unit

would take no account of the quality or

concentration and could be misleading.

The Board felt that it would be better if the

law were to require certain commodities to

be marketed in prescribed quantities

rather than unit priced. This is also the

view of the Cosmetics, Toiletries and
Perfumery Association. Joint

representations are proposed.

Parallel imports: The Board was

concerned about the effect of parallel

imports on the UK market, the confusion

caused over the prices, and the adverse

effects on the pharmaceutical industry.

Original pack dispensing: The Board

welcomed the new policy statement by the

PSGB, and agreed in general with the

arguments presented for OPD. Comment
on a number of minor matters is to be

made to the Society. It will be some time

before all pharmacists were equipped to

read computer bar codes and in the

interim, it would be useful if packs were

also to bear a simple six digit code such as

the PIP code for order entry purposes.

Public relations: The major objectives

of the 1986 programme will be to raise

public understanding of the role of the

pharmacist and the extent of the

pharmacist's training; to communicate
more effectively with NPA members to

improve their understanding of the

facilities and role of the Association; to

raise the "profile" of the NPA so that it will

be seen by the media and the public as an

authority on health care issues.

The NPA's new PR agency is also

prepared to react to any "disasters" such as

front page anti-pharmacist articles or

criticism in consumer publications.

NPA exhibition: The next exhibition of

NPA Services and Business Aids is to be

held in St Albans on June 21, 1987.

Branch secretaries: Mr Nigel Morley

has been appointed secretary of the

Northampton Branch and Miss E Williams

as secretary of the Swansea Branch.

Pre-budget submission: The

Association's pre-Budget letter to the

Chancellor raised the following points:

1) The penalties provided for in the 1985

Finance Act for late submission of VAT
returns and the absence of any appeals

procedure were described as "iniquitous"

It was suggested that if they were to be

allowed to stand there should be
corresponding compensation for VAT
repayment traders whose valid and

promptly submitted claims for VAT
reimbursement often remain unpaid for

months.

2) Support was expressed for the attempts

of the National Chamber of Trade to

continued on p270

Ferris give Glaxo
undertakings

on Ventolin
Terms of compromise were agreed
in the High Court last week in an
action by Glaxo over alleged

passing off and copyright and trade

mark infringement of the Ventolin

inhaler.

Four associated companies, R. H.

Ferris (Orpington), R. H. Ferris

(Birchington), R. H. Ferris (Aylesham)

and R. H. Ferris (Westerham) gave a

series of undertakings for the disposal of

an action against them by Glaxo Group,

Glaxo Operations UK and Allen &
Hanburys. Each of the companies also

agreed to pay the plaintiffs £687.50

damages and £625 costs, a total of £5,250.

Under the consent order approved by

Mr Justic Scott the defendants undertook

not to sell, distribute or deal in any

inhalers under, or by reference to, the

name "Allen & Hanburys" or the plaintiffs'

"A&H" device or any similar name or

mark. Another undertaking prevents the

sale of the product in any packaging, or

with any leaflet, similar to those used by

the plaintiffs in connection with their

Ventolin inhalers sold in this country.

The defendants will deliver up to the

plaintiffs within 28 days all the infringing

material in their possession, and swear an

affidavit giving the names and addresses

of their suppliers and customers. The

order does not prevent the sale of any

inhalers, with their original packaging and

leaflets, which were manufactured and

packaged by, or with the consent of, the

Glaxo group of companies.

The compromise is similar to that made
in similar actions by Glaxo during 1984

and 1985 over parallel imports of inhalers

produced in EEC countries.

Mr John Hamilton, counsel for the

Ferris companies, said that by selling the

product they were acting in the interests of

their customers rather than intending to

harm the legitimate interests of the

plaintiffs. Since the matter had been

brought to their attention on January 17,

they had provided, and continued to

provide, the fullest cooperation.

Mr Andrew Waugh, for Glaxo,

handed in minutes of order setting out the

agreed terms.

Virazole. claimed to be the first

effective treatment of respiratory syncytial

virus infections, has been approved by the

US Food and Drug Administration.
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Dispensing GPs
in Durham loss

The Rural Dispensing Committee
has granted outline consent for a
pharmacy in West Rainton.

Durham, despite fierce protests

from doctors.

In granting permission for the

pharmacy to Mrs Brenda Urwin, of

Houghton-le-Spring, the RDC took the

view that it would not predjudice the

proper provision of medical or

pharmaceutical services in the area. The

local dispensing doctors' practice had

opposed the pharmacy, A meeting in the

village hall, arranged by the Community
Health Council and attended by over 250

villagers, had been almost unanimous in

opposition.

Doctors were quoted in the Durham
Chronicle saying that the money from

dispensing was used to give patients an

improved service, and a "no appointment"

scheme in operation in West Rainton at

present might be in jeopardy if the money
was lost. Durham Community Health

Council had also opposed the opening.

Easy access
The Young Pharmacists Group of

Northern Ireland is introducing an
indexing service of items of clinical

interest in the pharmaceutical
Press.

Under a pilot scheme running for a

year, sponsored by the sub-committee for

post qualification education and training

of pharmacists, the YPG will produce an
index in July and January 1987.

Pharmacists can collect the relevant

items throughout the year themselves, and
the index will simplify the retrieval of

information.

"The scheme is basically an effort to

get this information together to give

pharmacists easy access when answering

queries," says the YPG's Dr Terry

Maguire.

Galvanise
yourself!
You may have noticed a letter requesting

information about dietary zinc which, in

the form of zinc sulphate solution, is

sometimes given by our GPs to patients

suffering from anorexia nervosa. I found

the information in Martindale more than

adequate to form the basis for discussions

about dose. We gave 15mg daily in the

form of a solution of zinc sulphate,

5mg/5ml.

Initially the GP decided that, as there

may be a deficiency, we would supply a

15mg dose up to three times daily to judge

response. Zinc is not well absorbed in any

case. It was suggested that if the patient

had a deficiency, he would be unable to

taste the zinc in solution — an observation

I was not able to test since the actual

patients were not seen by me. I could taste

it. Incidentally — use distilled water.

I don't want to be unkind about this

issue, but frankly, any pharmacist who
wants to find out about zinc or iron or any

other nutrients has only to look up
Martindale to be able to give authoritative

information about them.

Toxic shock?
I'm not surprised Wyeth were a bit niggled

at the publicity on television concerning

aluminium toxicity (February 1). No one

could have failed to notice that the baby

foods illustrated seemed exclusively to be

Wyeth products. Nevertheless, the

statement that infants with normal kidney

function should have no trouble with

aluminium toxicity may not be enough for

any manufacturers in future if it can be

shown that combination with high

concentrations in diluent water can raise

levels too high for health. The Lancet

article said gross loading may be too high

in infants. From which it follows that heed

must now be paid to a problem previously

not recognised.

Pack horses
Big animals. At the moment I am niggled

about the size of some of the packs we are

being expected to carry when we order

direct from some of the manufacturers. I'm

no horse, merely a normal-sized

pharmacist unable — and unwilling to be
lumbered with six months stock of

anything in order to be able to buy on so-

called special terms. This month I didn't

order from the Beecham toiletries

representative because, to buy their

Aquafresh or Macleans large, I was

expected to take four dozen minimum of

each. This is ridiculous on a minimum
order quantity of just £55.

My shop trade forms a larger

proportion of turnover than average. This

has been achieved by carrying a much
wider choice of goods than my local

competitors, be they grocer or chemist.

Because other manufacturers are

reducing their minimum packs to one or

two dozens of any line, I am able to sell

their stock within one journey cycle. So I

can buy a wider range from them as time

goes on.

Beecham have got it wrong and should

think again, particularly as recently they

have shown welcome signs of wanting our

business once more.

Follow up the

yellow peril

I have always been surprised at the ease

with which reports made on yellow cards

were accepted. While I can see it makes
sense to have a direct alarm bell available

to report untoward problems which seem
to arise from the use of a particular drug—
an area where I think we could make a

valuable contribution — the absence of

common control conditions must render

the reports valuable only as an indication

requiring re-appraisal. In my opinion

there should be a follow-up card returned

to the yellow card writer, asking specific

questions regarding regime and
conditions, particularly relating to the

known characteristics of the product

concerned.

Generics
I regret I can't leave the subject of drug
prices alone. I buy from British makers.

The other day a newly set up firm selling

generics at good prices from a wide
variety of sources approached me.

However, before I actually posted an order

I received the offer sheet from Evans via

my wholesaler. Evans prices left my newest

list out in the cold. Better still I would get

products already represented on my
shelves, of quality undoubted, and without

introducing a new flock of tablets varying

in size or colour from the norm.

I don't honestly see how we can refuse.

But how I hope it will be a one-off, because
if it isn't, there is going to be a disastrous

shake-up, or shake out, in the months

ahead. A DHSS review of prices would

follow and force us to "hunt the button"

with a vengeance in the year ahead.

Vestric are distributing copies of Primary

Health Care magazine to all 2,200 Vantage
members throughout 1986. Vestric say they

have seen the benefit of giving the

community pharmacist an insight into the

primary health care sector, bringing

together the different areas of health

education and health care.

C&D was given the wrong telephone
number for Roussel's complex indigestion

information service (last week, pl80). The
correct number is 01-491 4442.
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Rifater tablets
Manufacturer Merrell Dow
Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Stana Place,

Fairfield Avenue, Staines, Middx TW18
4SX.

Description Smooth, round, shiny, pink-

beige, sugar-coated tablets containing

isoniazid 50mg, pyrazinamide 300mg and
rifampicin 120mg
Uses Treatment of pulmonary tuberculosis

Dosage Recommended in the initial

intensive phase, of the short course

treatment of pulmonary TB, usually lasting

two months, when it should be
administered on a daily basis.

Administration of ethambutol or

intravenous streptomycin over the same
period is advised. Adults Ratio of

ingredients is such that patients weighing

less than 40kg need three tablets daily, 40

to 49kg four tablets daily, 50 to 64kg five

tablets daily, and 65kg and over six tablets

daily. Once the initial phase is over,

treatment can be continued with an

isoniazid/rifampicin combination on a

daily basis. Children The ratio of the three

drugs may be inappropriate, so Rifater

should only be used in special cases.

Elderly Caution should be exercised in

view of possible changes to kidney and
liver function.

Contraindications, Warnings, side

effects As for any of the three ingredients

Supply restrictions Prescription only

Packs Blister strips of 20 in packs of 100

(£22 trade)

Further information Salesforce will be

promoting to hospitals during the next six

months, resulting in demand from retail

pharmacists as patients leave hospital

Product Licence PL 4425/0060

Issued February 1986

Tenormin 30s
Stuart are introducing 30-tablet packs of

the Tenormin family — Tenormin,

Tenormin LS, Tenoretic and Tenoret 50 —
to help in dispensing prescriptions for

non-28 tablet quantities. The calendar

packs remain available.

Stuart say that about 40 per cent of

prescriptions cannot be met by the 28 pack
without cutting the strips. The new packs

are accompanied by a bonus parcel offer,

giving an extra 30-tablet Tenormin pack

with a parcel of seven Tenormin and three

Tenormin LS. One bonus pack is allowed

per pharmacy.

The new packs are the same unit cost

per tablet as the calendar pack —
Tenormin (£7.48), Tenormin LS (£5.23);

Tenoretic (£7.97) and Tenoret 50 (£5.57 all

prices trade). Stuart Pharmaceuticals Ltd,

Stuart House, 50 Alderley Road,

Wilmslow, Cheshire SK9 IRE.

Wysoy powder is now available as a 860g
tin which will retail at £5. 1 1 . Wyeth
Laboratories, Huntercomhe Lane South,

Taplow, Maidenhead, Berks.

Siopel cream, 50g tube and 500g jar

formerly part of the ICI Medical range,

will in future be marketed and serviced by
Care Laboratories Ltd, Wilmslow,

Cheshire.

All Bactrim drapsules will be azo-dye free

by the end of May, say Roche Products Ltd,

POBox8, Welwyn Garden City, Herts

AL73AY.

Ethical Generics have added oxazepam
lOmg (500 £8.05) and 15mg (500 £8.95)

tablets to their range. Both tablets are

white and round and marked "O/X" on one
face with the strength on the other. Ethical

Generics Ltd, Cambridgeshire Business

Park, Angel Drove, Ely.

The Volumatic large volume spacer

device (£6) is now available. The Volumatic

comprises a 750ml chamber, moulded in

two clear plastic halves, which detach and

fold together for convenience. At present

it is not available on FP10. Allen &
Hanburys Ltd, Greenlord, Middx UB6
0HB.

Tegretol lOOmg, 200mg and 400mg
tablets are being changed to have a

breakline on one side with "Tegretol 100,"

"200" and "400" respectively on the other.

The 100-tablet packs will be packaged in

five blisters of 20 tablets. The 500 tablet

packs will continue in glass bottles. Geigy
Pharmaceuticals, Wimblehurst Road,

Horsham, West Sussex RH12 4AB.

ICI Pharmaceuticals Division have

announced pack alterations to the

following products. Synalar cream and
Synakrr ointment. 500g sizes are being

withdrawn from March 1 to be replaced by

5 x lOOg tubes overwrapped, £14.04 (NHS
basic). Synalar lotion 20ml and Synalar

N lotion 20ml are being withdrawn from

March 1, but Synalar gel will still be
available for application to the scalp and
other hairy areas. It can be used in place

of Synalar lotion, the company says. ICI

pic, Alderley Park, Macclesfield,

Cheshire SK104TF.

Novo are withdrawing Ultratard MC on

July 31 due to a decline in beef insulin

prescribing as the trend to less

immunogenic insulin continues. Doctors

have been informed and the packaging

will also carry an announcement,

prompting existing patients still on

Ultratard MC to be changed over. Novo
Laboratories Ltd, Ringway House, Bell

Road, Daneshill East, Basingstoke, Hants

RG24 0QN.

Nostroline back
for congestion
Nostroline nasal remedy is available

again, five years after it disappeared from

the market.

The product has been re-packaged by

Bioglan Laboratories and is available in

14g tubes (£1.28). Nostroline, for the relief

of nasal congestion, contains eucalyptol

BPC 0.2 per cent, menthol BP 0.3 per

cent, phenol BP 1.6 per cent, geranium oil

BPC (1959) 0.2 per cent in an ointment

base. Nostroline — a pharmacy-only

medicine — is available in counter display

outers containing ten tubes, and an

introductory bonus of ten charged as eight

is available until April 30. Bioglan

Laboratories Ltd, Bridge Road,

Letchworth, Herts SG64ET.

Efamol in the

pink, green...
Packs of Efamol evening primrose oil are

being colour coded for easier

identification. The first products in the

scheme are the Efamol PMP pack (dark

blue and pink striped), Efamol 250 (light

blue striped) and Efamol oil (green

striped). Britannia Health Products Ltd, 87
Bell Street, Reigate, Surrey.

Adding life...

Larkhall laboratories have added a new
product, fruit life vitamin C with

bioflavonoids (£1.30, 30's) to their range.

It will spearhead a £40,000 relaunch of

their Cantassium brand of supplements.

There is new packaging for 20 of

Cantassium's best selling lines with

signature style logos, full colour

illustrations and an upright shape, from

Larkhall Laboratories, 225 Putney Bridge

Road, London SW152PY.
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onTVsays
it'seven

bettern

NEW! Antiseptic cream

plus local anaesthetic.

NEW! Easily absorbed.

NEW! Lighter fragrance.

NEW! 30g and 55g tubes.

Plus 5g trial size.

Stockup now!
Ask about generous launch deals.

* National T V. advertising starting in April 1986



It may be hard for our competitors to take, but

Vestric customers are simply better served than any

others. Hardly surprising really since the familiar red

Vestric vans make regular visits every day delivering vital

ethical supplies to over 6,000 pharmacies.

We maintain this level of coverage with a

sophisticated stocking and distribution system consisting

of 18 branches carrying nearly 8,000 ethical products to

meet practically every prescription need. And with the

Link computer system, pharmacists can transmit thj

orders within seconds.

These orders are guaranteed a swift response v|

no less than three hundred vans covering the lengtra

breadth of the country from isolated moorland villagj

bustling city centres. Each one represents a vital lifel

bringing important supplies not just to pharmacies, tl

hospitals too.

We also offer an equally comprehensive choia

I



To be taken
seriously, twice
a day*

•C. products including all the leading brands, plus

itage own label offering top quality at value for money
es.

And if you want financial assistance, there's the

trie loan scheme.

So if you take your business seriously, take

trie now.

We're
always there,

we always care



Nailoid leaves

nothing
to chance

The Nailoid Nailcare range will be moving faster than a hit

record this year.

Because our media activity will be telling nearly 3 million free

spending beauty conscious teenagers about Nailoid Nailcare

including Let'M Grow, Nail Hardener and Nail Repair.

Full colour advertising in the media that matters

to todays young free spending market:

Annabel, Blue Jeans, Jackie, Looks, My Guy, Patches, Mizz

and Just Seventeen.

Nailoid will be boosted further by a hard hitting campaign of

126 spots on Radio Luxembourg.

Nailoid is set to be a big mover in the retail charts this year.

Because Nailoid leaves nothing to chance.

Find out more about the nailcare product range that does what

it says. Check stocks now and re-order or ring us for your

representative to call.

aw*

s STOP NAIL BITING
HELPS PREVENT FLAKING,
SPLITTING AND CRACKING

Q
9
<

Q

i < <
z

RICHARDS & APPLEBY
Gerrard Place, Skelmersdale, Lancashire WN8 9SF

Telephone 0695 2011 1 . Telex 628366 G.

• SOAP TOILETRIES COSMETICS MANUFACTURE MARKETING • AGENCY MARKETING DISTRIBUTION •

• EXPORT MARKETING DISTRIBUTION •



COUNTERPOINTS

Sweetening
up the market
Two new entries into the low calorie

sweetener market are being launched by
Crookes Products.

Sweetex Granulated, is a granular

variant which has the same sweetening

strength as sugar, spoon for spoon but with

10 per cent of the calories. At the same
time a new one-by-one dispenser is being

introduced for the most popular pack sized

of 500 tablets.

The brand will receive advertising and
promotional support worth in excess of

£2m. Television advertising worth over

£lm is scheduled from mid-March through

to June. A special chemist in-store

promotion entitled "Click into Action"

starts this month and highlights the

benefits of the new 500 tablet one-by-one
dispenser.

"Unlike aspartame based products,

Sweetex Granulated is heat stable so it can
be used in cooking where higher

temperatures are required," says the

company. It is packaged in an airtight,

screwtop glass jar(75g, £1.10)

The 500 tablet dispenser wii retail at

around £0.80, on a blister card and
packed in outers of 12 or 24. Crookes
Products Ltd, PO Box 94, 1 Thane Road
West, Nottingham NG23AA.

Town teaser or

country quiz
Chefaro are mounting a "Town or

country" competition this Spring, for

chemists and assistants only, for their

Confirm double home p regnancy test kit.

The competition will be launched in

the first week of March in the form of an
anagram competition and tie breaker

sentence. Two major prizewinners — one
from the North and one from the South —
will be able to choose a luxury weekend
for two in either London's West End or

Stratford-upon-Avon with £100 spending

money. The senders of correct anagram
entries will receive a compact mirror. The
slogan judging will take place on May 9.

Chefaro Proprietaries Ltd, Science Park,

Milton Road, Cambridge CB4 4BH.

Shocking news
Lancome are introducing Oligo Major
(£42) which they describe as a 14 night

shock treatment for the skin. A set of seven

phials of serum, it is designed to rehydrate

the skin, say Lancome. A booklet on the

product is available as a sales aid.

Lancome (England) Ltd, 14 Grosvenor
Street, London W1X0AD.

Watch Weleda
Weleda are supporting their natural

medicines with a national newspaper and
health Press advertising campaign.

The newspaper schedule includes

Daily Mail, Daily Express and Observer.

In addition there will be full colour four

page inserts giving an account of all

Weleda's activities in health Press journals.

The company is offering retailers one

free outer of any homeopathic medicine

with orders of 11 outers. Weleda, Heanor
Road, Ilkeston, Derbyshire DE78DR.

Nailoid news
The Nailoid nailcare range is being

backed with a £100,000 Press advertising

campaign.

Full colour adverts will appear from

now through to June in Annabel, Blue

Jeans, Jackie, Looks, My Guy, Patches,

Mizz and Just Seventeen. This will be
supported by a radio campaign on Radio

Luxembourg. Richards & Appleby,

Gerrard Place, Skelmersdale, Lancashire.

More than skin

deep...
The market for skin care is becoming more
complex, as manufacturers step up their

efforts to encourage specialised use of

products, according to a report published

by Market Assessment.

This should mean growth in volume
sales — for creams and lotions, at least.

But advertising and consumer education

in skin care techniques will be needed to

stop users going back to the single,

general product which could be as good
as a full range of specialised — and
expensive — products, says the report.

There is buoyancy in the creams and
lotions sector, at some £167m rsp in 1984,

representing growth in volume terms of

about 32 per cent since 1980. The largest

sector in the market is moisturisers, at 37

per cent by volume in 1984 followed by

hand care products at 21 per cent.

Cleansers, with a 19 per cent market

share, have shown the greatest growth in

recent years, but this was beginning to flag

during 1985.

In the bath additives market, volume
sales slid by around 19 per cent between

1978 and 1981 . Since then, the market has

picked up considerably, showing real

growth of some 10 per cent in 1984, say

Market Assessment. But this masks a long-

term decline in solid bath additives —
such as bath cubes, crystals and additives

in powder form — which continue to lose

share to the liquid sector. Product group
report No 847, 'Skin Care, " (£165),

Market Assessment Publications, 2
Duncan Terrace, London Nl

.

The Panasonic video cassette recorder

offered in the Numark Finishing Touches
free draw (see C6rD, January 25) is worth

£425 and not as stated, £25.

ON TV
NEXT WEEK

GTV Grampian UUIsler STV Scotland
B Border G Granada (central)

C Central AAnglia YYorksh.re
CTV Channel Islands TSW South West HTV Wales & West
LWT London Weekend TTV Thames Telev 1 ion TVS South
C4 Channel 4 Bl TV-am TTTyneTees

Actifed compound/linctus: U
Altacite Plus: C,A,HTV,TSW,TVS
Askit powders: STV
Aspro Clear: STV.Bt

Benylin Expectorant: All areas

Benylin Paediatric: Y ,C
Crookes Strepsils: All areas except

Cussons Imperial Leather: All areas

Dimotapp:

Duracell:

Eucryl toothcream:

Hedex:

Hills balsam & pastilles:

Jaap's health salts:

J&J baby shampoo:
Lipcote:

Listerine:

Marigold housegloves:

STV,G,Y
Mu-cron:

Propain:

Rennie:

Robitussin:

Sanatogen vitamins:G,Y,

Sensodyne:

Sinutab:

Wrights vaporizer:

HTV,TVSTTV
All areas

LWT
All areas

Bt

GTV,STV
All areas

TTV
All areas

HTV,TSW,TVS,TTV
All areas

TTV
All areas

All areas

C,HTV,TVS,LWT,Bt
All areas

All areas

Bt
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1985 KodakAw

Berkhamsted Photographic, Berkhamsted

GoldenNovember!
November brought the Kodak Gold Award to Berkhamsted

Photographic after 4 months of consistently high quality processing.

Congratulations to Berkhamsted Photographic (who were only

established as a mini-lab two years ago) and to all the laboratories

who have won awards and have been featured in the Table of Merit.

It's been a particularly good year for finishers with a total of

8 Gold Awards and 16 Silver Awards - plus a host of names in the

Table of Merit.

We can all look forward to the Kodak Awards for Quality in

1986 - and even higher standards.



TABLE OF MERIT, NOV 1985.

Grunwick Processing Labs, Borehamwood

Colourcare International, Neath

Berkhamsted Photographic, Berkhamsted

Addy's, Boston

T. Litster, Peebles

THE KODAK AWARDS FOR QUALITY.
The competition is open to all independent photo-

finishers who use Kodak 'Ektacolor' Paper and formulated

chemicals.

Kodak and its subsidiary companies are excluded.

All photofmishers who regularly and continuously

return full sets of quality monitoring strips to the Kodak
Monitoring Service are automatically included in the scheme

which runs from April to November 1985.

For pictures that
match the memories.

Kodak and Ektacolor are trademarks



COUNTERPOINT'S

Stocking up
the Galaxy
range
Pretty Polly are this Spring adding to their

Galaxy range of stockings and tights.

Diamond lace has an intricate cobweb
design, said to be ideal for day and special

occasion wear. Available in the new
Spring colours— silver sky, pink blush,

snowdrop as well as classic navy and
black, it is priced at £0.99.

Also priced at £0.99 is the sheer

diamonds textured tight which features an

all over design on a sheer background. It

comes in a silver grey, pink blush,

snowdrop and classic navy.

A sheer hold up stocking will from the

middle of February be available in the

Galaxy sheer colour range. This new style

comes in silver grey, almond blossom,

silvia, chiffon, bamboo and barely black

and retails at £0.99. Pharmagen Ltd,

Church Road, Perry Ban, Birmingham

B422LD.

Raising smiles in the rain, BBC Radio disc

jockey Dave Lee Travis visits Numark
chemist David Sames Ltd to present the

Tiptree shop with first prize in a

Gillette/Numark competition. The prize, a

Fiat Panda, was accepted by shop

manageress and pharmacist Sylvia

Cousins (right) on behalf of the owners,

and assistants Sally Watson and Sandra

Rayner, whose competition entry secured

first prize

Mouthing off
Oral-B have produced an Oral Health

handbook and merchandising guide for

retailers as back up to their new
merchandising system.

The 16-page colour booklet covers

several aspects of oral hygiene and a

display competition will also run through

1986, designed to encourage retailers to

hold full stocks of Oral-B. Prizes are

dependent on the number of points the

strikers are worth. Oral B Laboratories

Ltd, Gatehouse Road, Aylesbury, Bucks
HP193ED.

More ground to

make up
Slow growth hinders the make-up and
colour cosmetics sector in Europe, but

there is a good deal of potential for the

British market.

UK sales should reach £296m by 1990,

after touching £275m in 1984, say Market

Direction in their latest report. The eye

make-up and facial products sectors here

claim about a third each of the market. But

nail products are the major growth area,

having leaped up by 18 per cent in 1984,

mainly among the under-20s. About 83

per cent of 16 to 19-year olds in Britain use

cosmetics, apart from face powder.

Another area of opportunity is hair care,

where Market Direction notes younger-

oriented brands appearing. But over 35s

are also a significant factor in the market,

says the report, because of their high

spending power and willingness to wear

make-up.

"It is interesting to note that two thirds

of manufacturers' sales in 1984 were for

export," comments the report. "This left a

massive gap for imports, which doubled in

the four years from 1980". Market
Direction report 6.2, "Make-up and colour

cosmetics" (£750), 87 Turnmill Street,

London EC1MSQU.

No Pharmaton?
Pharmagen are to discontinue handling

the distribution of Pharmaton capsules in

the UK from March 31 . Pharmagen Ltd,

Church Road, Perry Bar, Birmingham
B422LD.

Agfa Maxi-mise
film impact
Agfa have launched a range of "high

technology, competitively priced," XRi
films for the amateur in 35mm, 110 and 126

formats to replace their orange pack film.

All other Agfa films are now in silver

boxes marked "professional".

The film is an improved CN film said to

be even more sensitive to processing

fluctuation with better exposure latitude of

+ 3 or - 2 stops. The "24" exposure 35mm
(£1 .49 trade) is called "maxi" because it

has a guaranteed extra three prints on
each roll, so increasing the dealers return

on D&P by up to 12'/2 per cent. Processing

is by C41 technology.

The films (135-36, £1.89; 110-24,

£1.35; 126-24, £1.44 all at trade) are

available at special offer prices. The
company say they expect retailers may
apply a 25 per cent mark up. The maxi
comes in either a counter unit of 50 films

(£59.50, trade) or in a 200 floor stand

(£238, trade). POS packs of door stickers,

leaflets, showcards, carrier bags and
dummy boxes come with either display

unit.

The range has been launched as a

compact, competitively priced branded
film, say Agfa. The new visual appearance
of the film will be supported by a sports

advertising campaign. Agfa-Gevaert Ltd,

Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex.

Comb the area
Naturelle's Hi-style styling gel is being

offered with a free tail-comb worth £0.39.

The gift is attached to the packs which

have a flash on the front. They will retail at

£1 .05 instead of the usual selling price of

£1.25. Naturelle Ltd, ThornlordRoad,

Headley, Newbury, Berkshire RG15
8AG.

Rubinstein give

some more lip
Helena Rubinstein are introducing

Tendergloss lip gloss with vitamin F which

they say will protect lips from the

damaging effects of sun and wind.

Available in five shades, tender light,

tender red, tender flame, tender rose and
tender brown, they can be worn on their

own or for over a toning lipstick.

Tendergloss will be available this month at

£5.75 from Helena Rubinstein Ltd, Central

Avenue, West Molesey, Surrey KT8 ORB.
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COUNTERPOINTS

Dr White s new
Contour and
promotion
Smith & Nephew Consumer Products start

an intensive programme of activity for the

Dr White's range in 1986 with a
' supervalue" on-pack offer across the

complete range of towels and tampons,

and a relaunch of their applicator tampon,

Dr White's Contour, to fully integrate into

the range.

Supervalue offers purchasers of Dr

White's Panty Pads, Secrets, Maxi and
Fastidia double offer. Two or four free

towels in every 10s or 20s packs

respectively are to encourage trial, and
£1 .50 worth of 25p coupons are

redeemable against any Dr White's brand

in return for four proofs of purchase of 10s

packs or two from 20s packs (exlcuding

Fastidia) of any single brand. The
promotion runs for eight weeks from now.

Nigel Gaunt, senior product manager says

this is the first time a free fill mechanism
has been used on economy 20s packs in

the sanpro market, and the main reason for

its use is to increase distribution of this

size.

On looped towels, the promotion is

slightly different, reflecting the

established usage of the brand, says Mr
Gaunt. Purchasers can obtain up to £2 free

with four proofs of purchase and £1 free

for two proofs, obtainable in coupons cff

any Dr White's brand, television licence

stamps or postage stamps.

The Contour relaunch comes 2'/2 years

after the product first appeared on the

market claiming the benefits of a rounded
end giving widthways expansion which
contours to the women's body. "With the

credentials of the range fully established

we felt it was relevant to bring Contour
fully into line," says Mr Gaunt. He says

Contour has a 7Vz per cent share of the

tampon market.

A change from the established pack
sizes sees Contour appear in its new livery

in 10s and 20s. "The 20s is an easier step

up from 10s to develop loyalty," says Mr
Gaunt. "It is also a more convenient size

pack and will be seen as more
competitively priced, with 20 for under
£1."

Contour will be included in the

Supervalue promotion from the end of

February also running for eight weeks. In

addition, price market packs will

encourage increased trial, with £0.42 for

regular 10s (20s, £0.79) and £0.45 for

super 10s (20s, £0.85). Smith &Nephew
Consumer Products Ltd, Alum Bock
Road, Saltley, Birmingham B8 3DZ.

Watershed for

deodorants
The deodorant and anti-perspirant market

is at a watershed with a slowing growth

rate following rapid expansion in the last

few years, says a new survey from Market

Direction.

In the six countries covered — France,

Italy, UK, West Germany, lapan and the

USA — the market, which does not

include products such as talcum powder
and eau de colognes, was worth $ 1,623m

in 1984. It achieved real growth of 12 per

cent over four years. But maturing markets

and an environmental lobbyist backlash

against aerosols in some countries are

setting a challenge for manufacturers to

win new customers and higher usage.

Multinationals have tight holds on most

markets covered in the report:

Unilever/Elida Gibbs have a 28 per cent

share in France, a third of the Italian and a

fifth of the UK market, while Gillette hold

16 per cent of UK sales.

The retailing trend for aerosols is away
from pharmacies to multiple chains. But

with 88.4 per cent of men and 92.8 per

cent of women being regular users,

growth will have to come through higher

consumption. Possible routes include

body sprays for men, hypoallergenic

products, and 'sport' brands. Major recent

growth has been in the solids sector and

advertising plays a key role in building

sales. The UK saw £9. 5m invested in

advertising in 1984 — a third of it on body

sprays.

The forecast market value for last year

(1985) is £118m, with deodorants taking

£93m and body sprays £25m. The Boots

chain takes in 25 per cent of sales, in a

market which by 1990 could be worth

£128m, say the report. Market Direction

report 6.7, 'Deodorants' (£750), 87

Turnmill Street, London EC1M5QU

.

Brylcreem s TV
slick look
The relaunch of Brylcreem last Autumn is

to be supported by further advertising.

Hitting the screens on February 7, the

commercial will appear on London
Weekend Television and Thames for a four

week run, with the main concentration of

bursts at weekends. Supported by a

£150,000 media budget, the ten second

commercial is constructed from original

sixties footage. It features a "Brylcreem

Boy' extolling the virtues of the new style

tub in a deadpan delivery. Beecham
Proprietaries Toiletries, Beecham House,

Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex.

New shampoo
for woollies wash
Angora wash creme (£3.75) is a new cool

water textile shampoo which has been

developed by Swiss chemists for washing

woollens, knitwear, thermal underwear,

silk and all fine fabrics.

Containing protein, the wash creme
produces low suds and has a lightly

5NG0RA'

scented deodorant. It is available in a

white tube with a snap-close safety cap.

The 250g pack is sufficient for 40-50

washes by hand or 15 small loads in the

washing machine. Angora, Twyford

House, Kennedy Way, Tiverton, Devon.

Extra snacks
Health food bakery, Holly Mill, a

subsidiary of the Health & Diet Food Co,

have added two snacks to their range. Oat

and sesame seed and oat and sunflower

seed crunchy bars will retail at £0. 16 each.

Health and Diet Food Co Ltd, Seymour

House, South Street, Godalming, Surrey.
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Introducingour
new400 ml. bottle.

Thnotei
# shampoo
with natural herb extracts

So mild you can wash your

hair as often as you like

It mighteven be
biggerthan

our200 ml. bottle.

Now Britain's biggest selling

single variant shampoo comes in

two sizes: the original 200ml size

and the new 400ml size for families

and heavy users.

Timotei's mildness has

insured that millions of consumers

all over Britain are shampooing

their hair as often as they like.

That means that you are ring-

ing the till as often as you like too.

In fact, within a year of its

launch, Timotei became *Brand

Leader in the cosmetic shampoo
sector and is still growing.

And with our new bigger size

it might even be bigger.

We're spending a massive

&2.8m in TV and press support for

the brand in 1986.

So make sure you stock plenty

of both for double bubble.

"Source AGB

?OM THE BIGGEST NAME IN TOILETRIES. ELIDA GIBBS



appinessis

Mums know that Peaudouce BabySlips keep a baby

drier, longer. They like the specially shaped, extra thick

padding and the four gentle strands of elastic around the

legs. Mums have made BabySlips the No. 1 nappy brand.

j \ Now we've introduced the

new Superfit Band. This unique

feature means Mums can adjust

the tapes around the waist time

after time until the fit is perfect. And as every Mum knows

the better the nappy fits, the less it leaks.

This simple taith will be told with charm and clarity

in a major national campaign lasting throughout the year.

The main emphasis will be onTY with a great new com-

mercial on air from March. We're backing this up with

Posters, Consumer Press, special promotions and heavy

sampling. There won't be a mum in the country who won't

know that BabySlips with the new Superfit Band are the

most advanced, best- fitting nappy in the world.

Deliveries ofBabySlips with the Superfit Band in Super,

Maxi and Extra sizes are commencing now.

See that your Mums get their share of Nappiness.

(PEAUDOUeDv
BabySUp*

KEEPA BABY DRIER.LONGER
PEAUDOUCE (UK) LIMITED RYE PARK INDUSTRIAL ESTATE RYE ROAD

HODDESDON HERTS EN11 OEL TELEPHONE: 0992 445522
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(Who's sharing?)

80% of the denture fixative market belongs to Stafford Miller.

(So there's not much left for anyone else.)

The three highest selling brands belong to Stafford-Mi Her. They come

in three forms and every convenient size.

The only fixative brands supported by advertising are (predictably)

Stafford-Miller's.

£1.3 million Advertising Campaign. In 1986, heavyweight TV adver-

tising will keep the highest selling brands on their way up.

So telling you which fixatives are the only ones worth considering

would be stating the obvious. STAFFORD-M I LLE

R

•0*

Stafford-Miller's market share. ^



counterpoints:

FOB SPRAINS. POLLED MUSCLES
BRUISING „

AND STRAINED JOINTS

Cold-Flex for
w
on the spot"

sprain relief

Lumin ,fltx

Cold-Flex instant cold strapping is being

introduced into the UK and Ireland

through pharmacy-only outlets.

The non-woven bandage is

impregnated with a cooling gel and can

provide immediate "on the spot"

treatment, of sprains, strains, pulled

muscles and bruises, claim the

manufacturers Labaz. It provides the

required compression and support and
reduces skin temperature without

overcooling.

In use, cooling is achieved by

evaporation and pre-use refrigeration is

not necessary. The bandage can be
moulded into the shape of the limb or joint

for support and it is sell-adhesive, nor will

it interfere with X-ray procedures say

Labaz. Cold-Flex is re-usable and has

potential for six hours continuous

treatment, although it is expected that it

will be used for much shorter periods.

Labaz recommend that initial treatment of

cooling, compression and support is

needed for one hour. Alternatively the

bandage can be applied for 10-15 minutes,

removed then replaced within an hour.

This minimizes reflux vasodilation which

follows the vasoconstriction produced by

cooling. If, following use, Cold-Flex is

placed in the polythene bag provided and
resealed in its tin until required agam,
then manufacturers say it has a sheli-life of

three years. An in-pack leaflet provides

the means of recording how long the

bandage is used for each time.

Cold-Flex comes in two lengths: 7.6 by
92 cms (3in by 3ft) for children and smaller

adults, and 7.6 by 184 cms (3in by 6ft),

which have an rrp of £4.99 and £7.50

respectively. The strapping can be cut for

smaller injuries.

POS material of a counter dispenser

containing two packs of either size plus a

showcard dispenser and consumer leaflets

are available. Normal trade terms will

apply with a special introductory bonus

offer from Labaz reps. The initial

advertising campaign is aimed at sports

people, with adverts in specialist sporting

journals. Subsequent promotion will cover

Cold-Flex use as a first aid item in the

home and work place. Mailing of a pre-

paid postcard offers further information or

a rep visit. Labaz, Floats Road,

Wythenshawe, ManchesterM23 9NF.

Braun recharge
their batteries
Braun are launching a full feature

mams/rechargeable shaver into their

range aimed at the 16-25 year old market.

The Braun 254 Sport Universal,

incorporates one hour quick charge from

its built in recharging unit, automatic

world wide voltage adjustment, long hair

trimmer and the Braun foil shaving

technology. It comes in a matt gun metal

grey finish, in a high-tech ribbed travel

case and retails at £25.95.

Lyndon Evans, shaver product

manager at Braun comments, "All the

'young' shavers currently available are not

full feature models, and are made to a

price not a quality." Braun Electric (UK)

Ltd, Dolphin Estate, Windmill Road,

Sunbury-on-Thames, Middlesex.

Beecham push
A promotion is being run by Beecham
Proprietary Medicines during February

and March, to promote Phensic and
Ralgex.

A complimentary 5g tube of Ralgex

will be banded to both 12 and 24 size

packs of Phensic . Beecham Proprietaries

Medicines, Beecham House, Great West
Rd, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9BD.

Slugtapes head
for the shelves
Slugtapes are looking for shelf-space in

chemists.

The tape, launched last October and
test-marketed on a small scale in Devon
and Cornwall, is "a revolutionary slug and
snail killer," according to makers
Impregnated Tapes Ltd.

Made of five layers of special paper,

the outer layer is coated in a snail-

attractor. When the mollusc tries to bite

the Slugtape, it goes through to the

pesticide in the middle. The tape is

reusable, durable (up to 18 weeks) and
bio-degradable, says the makers, and
because the outside is harmless, they are

ideal for handicapped or blind gardeners.

Slugtape, in a red and black dispenser

(£1.45) containing 131 ft of tape, comes in

a shelf display carton containing 20 packs.

Orders received before March will get a

10 per cent trade discount. Impregnated
Tapes Ltd, Lower Penarwyn, St Blazey,

PAR, Cornwall PL242DS.
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Such is Uvistat's reputation for protection

that it is already the No. 2 selling brand in

independent pharmacies. With virtually one

product! The broad appeal of the new range

can only give fresh impetus to sales.

NEW • PRODUCTS-
ADDITIONAL -SALES

Uvistat Sun Screen (SPF 10) has a new,

improved formulation. But the bulk of

additional sales will come from the two new

preparations. Uvistat Sun Cream (SPF 4)

encourages a deep tan. Uvistat Aqua

(SPF 10) remains water-resistant in the sea.

Even the most ardent sun-worshipper

or water baby wants to avoid sunburn. Now
that the leading name in protection caters

for their needs they will be turning to Uvistat

this summer.

DOUBLE - THE ADVERTISING
SPF numbers help identify the different

products - so does the advertising. Each

product has its own advertisement drama-

tising the particular benefit within the

range. More insertions in more magazines

-

a highly distinctive campaign created to

attract new users to the brand.

THE - FORECAST - FOR - PROFITS
HAS • NEVER • BEEN • BRIGHTER
New products, new business, more

advertising and POS support. Get the details

from your representative when he calls,

or contact the Uvistat distributor, David

Anthony Pharmaceuticals Ltd, Edwards Lane,

Speke, Liverpool L24 9E4.Tel: 051 486 7117.

For maximum profits - stock the full range:

Uvistat Sun Screen (SPF 10) 50g.

Uvistat Sun Screen (SPF 10) 100g.

Uvistat Sun Cream (SPF 4) 50g.

Uvistat Sun Cream (SPF 4) 100g.

Uvistat Aqua (SPF 10) 85g.

Uvistat-

L

(SPF 5) 5g-

Uvicool After Sun Lotion 125g.

WE'RE • AFTER

•

THE
NUMBER •ONE- SPOT

WINDSOR I"HARMACEUTICALS LTD



COUNTERPOINTS

Superfit for

Bobyslips
Peaudouce are introducing product

improvements to the Babyslip brand,

which will benefit from a £6m spend

during 1986.

The latest of these innovations is a

Superfit waist band, which allows the

resealable tabs to be adjusted time and

time again without tearing the nappy while

allowing to re-check for wetness, says the

company. The Superfit band is decorated

with bluebirds for improved aesthetics.

BabySlips are now clear market

leaders, with a 23 per cent share of the

£190m disposable nappy market, say

Peaudouce.

They are forecasting that this new
product activity could increase the market

by at least 30 per cent in 1986, giving it a

value of £250m.

A £6m spend split between

advertising, promotion and public

relations activity will support the brand.

The launch of the Superfit band will be

backed by a new 40 second television

commercial nationwide, in the style of the

previous, award-winning "Melodie"

commercial. It will ran throughout the

year on ITV and TV-am. There will also be

increased poster and women's magazine

advertising.

Promotional efforts include special

events around Mother's Day and Father's

Day, major sampling activity,

couponning, on-pack offers and
sponsorship of the Pre-school Playgroups

Association. Peaudouce (UK) Ltd, Bye
Road, Hoddesdon, Herts EN11 OEL.

Anusol suppositories are now available in

a white "non-staining" base. The active

ingredients are unchanged. Warner-
Lambert say the new suppositories do not

stain clothing to the same extent as the

previous blue/grey ones. The change is

flashed on pack fronts. The 12 and 24

packs will replace existing stocks as they

are exhausted. Anusol has a 47 per cent

share of the £6m OTC haemorrhoidal

treatment market, say Warner-Lambert
Health Care, Mitchell House,
Southampton Road, Eastleigh, Hants S05
5RY

nmog aaisdn
±3>IWW VAOSiHlSNUni
At last! A natural product to make milk digestible.

Milk intolerance affects some 3 million people, who miss

their daily pinta. They mainly turn to soya products for the

relief of unpleasant symptoms, such as diarrhoea, stomach
cramps, flatulence and nausea.

Lactaid natural enzyme is simply added to milk to reduce

lactose and give all the flavour and nutritional benefits of

real milk.

National advertising and P.R. breaks soon.

Contact: MYPLAN LIMITED
Castle Frame, Ledbury, Herefordshire,

(0531 86) 41 for more information on this

new profit earner.

Land of film

and honey
Gale's are featuring a free film and film

processing offer on their lib set and clear

honey and the 410g lemon curd jars.

In addition to the free film — all

consumers sending in for the offer will

receive details of a competition with a first

prize of a £500 holiday voucher plus

cameras for runners-up. The offer will be

featured on-pack from February 28,

closing on September 30.

To obtain the free film, consumers

must send in two proofs of purchase on the

promotional jars of honey or lemon curd

together with £1.95 plus 20p p&p and the

film they want processed. They will

receive their prints together with the free

film and details of the easy to enter

"Natural Smile" competition by return.

Colman 's ofNorwich, Carrow, Norwich

NR1 2DD.

Maybelline's

Spring colours
Maybelline are introducing new colours

for Spring for their eyes, cheeks, lips and

nail products. The Tubular Brights

collection contains "positive, vivacious"

colours such as kingfisher blue, very black

and flamingo pink. Rimmel International

Ltd, 17 Cavendish Square, London W1M
0HE.

Meeting Nick Kohn (centre) managing

director of squash sponsors Shulton, are

(left to right) Zarak Jahan (Pakistan), and

runner up Rodney Martin (Australia) mens

Blue Stratos Sport British Under 23 Open
champion, with Susan Devoy (New

Zealand) womens Under 23 Open
champion and Lucy Soutter (England),

runner up
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VANS
What on earth, you may wonder, brands are part ofour portfolio,

have names like Haliborange, Dequadin And that means the unique Evans
and Mycil to do with Evans Medical? philosophy will now hold good for all

Well, here's some welcome news. these extra brands.

From now on all these famous OTC That philosophy enables you to buy

* >- -« r

luacaine
ILUZt-NGES

FAST, EFFECTIVE RELIEF

FOR SEVERE SORE THROATS

• Powerful \.naestheti(

Dequadin

otefh)

ULKJ



SENT
)ur products, both generic and OTC,
>ugh wh( )lesalers. S( ) y< >u can buy as much
is little as y< >u want ( >n a day t( ) day basis

hout any worries about overstocking.

It's all part ( )fEvans c< >mmitment to help

pharmacist make the most of his

siness. And that's why we'll be offering

genen >us seas< >nal disc< >unts ( >n selected

pr< )ducts, and giving ( >urOTC brands

extensive consumer advertising

and effective RO.S.

So from now on
were sure you'll have

even better reason to say

tvertismg

SIM tTt

A member of the Glaxo Group

VITA Of HQ multivitamins
f I Ifll LLO are an ideal instant eye lotion

wav t<> ensure vou obtain ten

vitamins which are essential t>' good
health and vitalm Simply take

one c\crv da\ aftei breakiasl

VltaPlus from Haliboranee

ITIYCIL OINTMENT
5»li mm

Haliborange

•athlete's foot
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Theyput theirheads together

%HCARYLD#

:

thefamJ/treatmentW

fortheehmination

ofhead
lice

,ntwohoui-s

PRIODERM

lhe family treatment kit

for the elimination

of head lice

in two hours

CARYLDERM
PRIODERH

...sowe did, too.
Modern thinking on family head lice control

demands immediate, thorough treatment for all, even

if only one head is infested.

It's the only way to be certain that infestation and
reinfestation through day-to-day head contact is

eliminated from the family group.

To help you bring home the point to your

customers we've introduced new PRIODERM and
CARYLDERM FAMILY TREATMENT KITS with stylish new
pack designs for maximum visibility.

Each contains 1 10ml of 2-hour kill lotion, a nit

comb for effective treatment and diagnosis, plus

detailed advice and instructions for use.

Family treatment kits are a brand new approach

to the problem of head lice, and an excellent

opportunity for you to increase sales in this area.

So contact us now for your FREE merchandising

starter pack, including a colourful and informative

new educational leaflet for vour counter.

PRIODERM® CARYLDERM ®

LOTION, SHAMPOO AND FAMILY
TREATMENT KIT

LOTION, SHAMPOO AND FAMILY
TREATMENT KIT

Further information is available fn »m:

N/\PP J Napp Laboratories, The Science Park, Cambridge CB4 4BH. Member of the Napp Pharmaceutical Group

® Prioderm and Carylderm are registered trade marks© Napp Laboratories limited 1985

Prioclerm Lotion and Shampoo contain Malathion. Carylderm Lotion and Shampoo contain Carbaryl.



Spotlight on skin lesions

- treatment advice
Skin lesions are one of the

commonest complaints
encountered in general
practice. Treatment is often

frustrating particularly in the

presence of viral involvement.
In this article two such
conditions, warts and shingles,

are reviewed with a view to

providing some of the
information necessary for

answering patients' questions

on these conditions.

Warts
What are warts?
Warts are localised areas of hyperkeratmisa-

tion induced by viruses of the papovavirus

group. Several types are known and the

most common affect the hands, feet and

anogenital areas. The margin of the eye-hds

are also commonly affected.

How serious are warts?
Warts are usually quite benign and resolve

spontaneously with time. Their presence is

not marked by any signs of systemic distur-

bance and pain is characteristically absent.

Deep plantar warts may, however, become
painful as a result of continued pressure on

the hard masses which eventually damage
surrounding tissues. Occasionally warts ap-

pear to spread rapidly with a single lesion

developing into clusters. The patient is

alarmed and reassurance is then necessary.

How do warts develop?
Contact of the viral particles with the skin

does not normally lead to warts. Infection

appears to set in only in the presence of

damaged or highly hydrated skin. Cir-

cumstantial evidence is provided by the

distribution of the lesions on the body sur-

face and by the apparent high level of cross-

infection at swimming pools, sports centres

and saunas.

How should warts be treated?

The isolated wart should be left alone but

when faced with the persistent patient, a

suitable topical application may be recom-

mended. Salicylic acid has stood the test of

time and is probably the agent of first

choice. By weakening the cement material

of the epidermal layers, shedding is

stimulated and with it the wart. The

keratolytic agent does not differentiate bet-

ween healthy and infected keratin and pro-

tection of the surrounding area with soft

paraffin is required. The use of wart plasters

achieves both objectives, namely treatment

and protection of surrounding healthy skin,

simultaneously.

Formaldehyde and gluteraldehyde are

also effective. Their mode of action is not

well defined but they possess some antiviral

activity and may exert some of their activity

through a drying effect. Soaking m warm
water for a few minutes prior to application

of the topical medications may help penetra-

tion and enhance activity. Formaldehyde

soaks are ideal for the treatment of a number
of warts affecting the same area such as the

soles. Warts in the anogenital area and on

the face should be treated under medical

supervision.

What advice should be given to pa-

tients in order to minimise spread of

the infection?

Patients with plantar warts should avoid

using swimming pools, saunas and so on

without wearing special protective socks.

Treatment can typically take weeks and the

patient should therefore be warned.

When should the patient be referred

to the doctor?

Any suspicious looking wart should ideally

not be treated. In this sense black and

bleeding warts should be referred in order to

exclude other more serious conditions. Pa-

tients who have repeatedly failed to cure

their warts with non-prescription remedies

should also be referred. Occasionally

cauterisation may be the only satisfactory

cure. Warts should, of course, also be view-

ed with suspicion in patients receiving

cytotoxic and immunosuppressive medi-

cations.

Shingles
Shingles is still an enigmatic condition and

treatment and prevention still inadequate.

Relative to other viral infections such as the

common cold and warts, shingles is a

relatively rare condition. Yet every phar-

macist with some experience of general

practice has no doubt met a number of pa-

tients with shingles who have sought help

and advice on its management.

What is shingles?
Shingles is cause by the varicella-zoster (VZ)

virus which also causes chickenpox. The

generally accepted theory is that following

an attack of chickenpcx, some of the viral

particles remain viable but dormant. Years

later, trigger factors reactivate them.

What activates the latent virus?

Local trauma is clearly one cause. More
generally it is probable that the viruses

become active because defense

mechanisms which previously controlled the

virus weaken and fail. Patients on cancer

chemotherapy are often vulnerable because

of the exogenously induced depression of

the immune response. Corticosteroids may
also activate shingles by the same
mechanism. More recently, it has been sug-

gested that antihistamines may also be

responsible for activating the disease but the

data are much too isolated to draw any con-

clusions at this stage.
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COUNTER PRESCRIBING

scab-covered and ulcerated lesion, patience

is hard to come by. The associated severe

pain places an additional psychological

stress on the patient and continued reassur-

ing advice is necessary. The clinically-

minded pharmacist is ideally placed to give

it.

Is there any non-prescription
medication for the long-suffering

patient who has lost all faith in

prescribed medication?
Effective doses of analgesics are required.

Normally stronger analgesics than are

available over the counter will be needed.

Paracetamol either alone or in combination

with codeine may be worth a try although

the evidence for any synergistic activity with

the combination product is limited.

How contagious is shingles?
Little is known about the mode of transmis-

sion of the virus but observed clustering of

cases in some instances, suggests that

perhaps not all cases of the disease are due
to reactivation of latent virus. The disease is,

however, of low infectivity.

How can one tell that one is suffer-

ing from shingles?
The most characteristic feature of shingles

are the lesions which usually appear on the

chest or face. Severe pain is virtually always

present in adult patients at all stages of the

disease and occur several days before le-

sions are seen. The lesions bleed readily and

become highly encrusted. Secondary infec-

tions may set in.

How long will the condition last?

Typically, the adult patient can expect to be

in discomfort for weeks rather than days.

Pam may persist for months. In children, the

condition resolves much more readily and is

usually mild.

Can one catch shingles from
patients with chickenpox?
This is not Likely although the reverse, that is

catching chickenpox from patients with

shingles is a real possibility.

Is it true that the disease only occurs
in the elderly?
While it is true that the elderly are par-

ticularly prone to the disease because of a

weakening of the immune response

associated with the ageing process, shingles

can affect individuals of all ages.

Is it possible for patients to suffer

from shingles on more than one
occasion?
Yes but this is generally rare. An incidence

of 1-2 per cent of reinfection has been
reported.

How severe are possible
complications?
Severe complications are relatively rare

although long-term pain is common. The af-

fected site may also become unaesthetic.

Each year a number of deaths are

recorded from varicella infections. Most of

these are, however, probably in im-

munocompromised hosts. The major com-
plications of the disease are pneumonia and
encephalitis. When the facial nerve is in-

volved, vision can be affected and Bell's

palsy, a condition characterised by loss of

control of the facial muscles, is also a

possibility.

Reye's syndrome, a condition
characterised by sudden central nervous

system symptoms, liver degeneration and a

high mortality rate, is known to be associated

with recent viral infections, particularly in-

fluenza and VZ infections. The latter is, of

course, highly pertinent in the present con-

text. The controversial suggestion has also

been made that in the presence of these viral

infections, salicylates ingestion may lead to

the syndrome. The controversy has not yet

been resolved, but since satisfactory alter-

native weak analgesics are so easily

available, it is clearly not prudent to use

aspinn in such patients on current evidence.

How effective are current
treatments?
Idoxundine in dimethylsulphoxide is

perhaps the most effective therapy currently

available, although even with this, drug suc-

cess can be unpredictable. Treatment is best

started early in order to minimise the

chances of complications. Acyclovir is

showing high promise when used
parenterally for the treatment of patients at

high nsk of developmg severe complications

and recurrence may be a problem. The
topical formulation used in general practice

medicine is aimed at patients with herpes

simplex rather than at patients with VZ
infections.

Is there any link between herpes
simplex and the variceiia-zosfer

virus?

On culture, the two types of viruses can easi-

ly be shown to be different. Yet, ultrastruc-

turally, they are similar and induce the same
histopathological responses. Lesions are

often similar although herpes simplex tends

to affect areas covered with mucous mem-
branes such as the hps and genitials. The two

viruses may occur concurrently in the same
lesions. Genital herpes may be as unplea-

sant as shingles.

Can one be vaccinated against
shingles?
In the otherwise healthy person, shingles

does not normally present a major threat and

because of this, the search for effective vac-

cines has not been very intense. More
recently, however, recognition of the

danger which the disease represents to the

immunosuppressed patient has lead to in-

creased activity in this field. Success,

however, is still elusive. Clearly such a vac-

cine will probably only be useful in a small

group of potential patients. Its wider use to

prevent chickenpox may lead to problems of

post-ponmg the disease to adulthood when
the risk of severe complications are higher.

When should the shingles patient

be referred to the doctor?
Early effective treatment is essential and ear-

ly referral is therefore important. The disap-

pointing outcome is that despite early treat-

ment, many patients will come back for fur-

ther therapy because of failure to control the

condition. To the patient with an enlarging

This is one of a series of "cut out and keep"

articles on OTC topics by Professor Alain

Li Wan Po. professor of Pharmaceutics,

The Queen's University of Belfast.
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Whars good for
Katie... m
...iseood
for your
profits!
The Ideal Endorsement

Since Katie Boyle first appeared in our
1985 campaign, response to our advertising

has tripled and sales have leapt by over

30%, proving our theory that what's good
for Katie is good for you and your customers.

Stronger 1986 campaign
Our 1986 promotional campaign once

again features Katie Boyle with a clear,

consistent message and covers the health

and women's press, local radio and posters,

along with new point-of-sale material and
continuous PR activity.

Stock the Brand Leader
Stock Nelsons for instant access to:-

* Very generous profit margins

* A comprehensive product range

* Free merchandising/point-of-sale material

* Expert advice on customer queries

* Over 125 years of experience

* Thousands of satisfied Nelsons customers.

1986 promises to be yet another year
of growth in the demand for Nelsons
Homoeopathic Medicines. Whether you
want to discuss extending your Nelsons
range or whether you would like details of

how Nelsons can help you profit from
homoeopathy call Robert Smith at:

A Nelson & Co Ltd

5 Endeavour Way
Wimbledon
London SW19 9UH
Tel: 01 946 8527

nelsons



PHARMACY PRACTICE!

Ciech pharmacy via

cultural exchange
The British Council, whose object is the promotion of cultural,

educational and technical co-operation between Britain and
other countries, advertised early in 1984 for medical and
related personnel to go to any one of several Eastern European
countries. Nothing ventured, nothing gained, thought former

proprietor pharmacist, Miall James' who duly sent off for the

application.

First, the object of my intended visit to

Czechoslovakia had to be settled on,

and included in my application. I indicated

that, while I was interested in the practice of

pharmacy generally, I was concerned with

the supply of medicines to the aged and
handicapped, particularly in rural areas.

Off went the form and, eventually, con-

firmation of my trip arrived. So it was that

just before I was due to leave on November
25 last year, my passport was duly stamped

with the official visa. Eventually all the

formalities were completed and one rather

dark morning I set off for Heathrow and
flight BA700 to Prague.

I was taken to a very comfortable Further

Education Institute Hostel for Doctors and

Pharmacists and then, and only then did I

get my programme, covering only the first

nine of the 12 days of my stay.

Czechoslovakia, for internal purposes, is a

Federal state with separate Czech and

Slovak governments. The programme was in

Czech, but my interpreters promised to

translate it for me. When I finally got the

English version I was concerned — nothing

about OAP homes and nothing about trips

out to the rural areas. I decided to see what

developed. After all, presumably my hosts

wanted me to see something of interest. And
they were paying me 110 Krowns a day for

subsistence.

The official bodies sounded mysterious

— what was the Centre for Pharmaceutical

Development? In fact I had a most

interesting and informative time. Being a

Socialist state, Czechoslovakia has a wholly

state-owned and operated pharmaceutical

service. Its organisation is very similar to our

managed sector, except that all regions and
districts are the same for both administrative

and health purposes, and, therefore, contact

between various departments is much
easier.

Community pharmacies are part of the

primary health care network. There are two

main types — those usually on traditional

sites in towns, and those associated with

polyclinics or, less often, hospitals. The
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latter are generally newer, since policy is to

develop all health care into specialist

buildings. However, the work carried out in

both types is generally similar and falls into

four main categories.

1. Dispensing of pre-packed medicines, in

original packs. There is no breaking of bulk,

and little labelling although I was told more
is expected in the future.

2. Dispensing of pharmacy prepared

medicines such as mixtures, powders,

capsules, ointments and eye drops and
lotions. Sometimes these were prepared as

district or regional specialities, especially

eyedrops and lotions.

3. Quality Control of "in house" prepared

medicines. Again there was a checking

system with district and region demanding
samples.

4. Sale of over-the-counter medicines. The
list was very limited — mainly analgesics

and laxatives, baby milk.

All medicines are charged for on
prescription at the rate of 1 Krown per item,

if OTC at the prescribed price. However, it

is considerably less than our £2 per item,

although there are no exemptions.

I was impressed particularly by. the

Layout of a
typical

Czechoslovakian
pharmacy.

layout of the pharmacies visited and I was
prompted to give very careful thought to the

consequences of original pack dispensing.

When I visited the Faculty pharmacy in Bmo
I was told by the principal, Dr Smecka, and
by officials of the Slovak Ministry of Health,

that pharmacists were expected to counsel

patients on their medicines. The Faculty of

pharmacy had closed circuit television for

counselling. But I saw little evidence of it

actually taking place.

Patients hand their prescription in and
then have it dispensed straight away rather

than calling back— unless it has to be made
up. At present about 15 per cent of

medicines are made up, but it is expected

that the proportion will fall to British levels.

The profession is about 90 per cent

female. This is giving rise to concern

because of the very generous maternity and
child care arrangements. At any time it

seems that up to 25 per cent of the staff can

be off child-minding or waiting. In only

three cases were women at the top of their

profession.

Education of pharmacists is a university

subject. There were two faculties — one in

Hradec Kralova, associated with the ancient

Charles University, and one at the

Komensky University in Bratislava. The four

year course has an extra year for those

studying clinical pharmacy or

pharmaceutical technology. The subjects

studied are similar to ours, although

Marxism/Leninism, physical education and

military studies are compulsory.

As a tourist I enjoyed wandering around

Prague and have been stimulated enough to

want to return — not in Winter, though. I

noticed shortages. For instance, I was asked

if Tagamet was easy to obtain in the West
because it was in short supply over there. I

would jump at the chance of going on

another British Council trip. It has given me
much food for thought and I have met some
very interesting fellow pharmacists.



^ for gentle

nourishment

during

diarrhoea

POSITIVE NUTRITION FORTHE
MANAGEMENT OF DIARRHOEA.

Special Formula HN25 is a low-lactose, C

low-fat formula, specially developed to

provide appropriate nourishment for the

child with diarrhoea.

It provides water and electrolytes

for the recovery phase, together with

energy in the form of easily digestible

carbohydrates.

The iow-lactose formulation

spares the child the problems of

secondary lactose intolerance, and

the low fat levels allow for the Special Formula

problems of impaired fat absorption.

Special Formula HN25 is an

innovation that meets the high

nutritional standards associated with

Milupa.

Extensive clinical trials confirm

that Special Formula HN25 encour-

ages faster recovery with appropriate

weight gain, and goes beyond rehydration

to prevent the metabolic consequences of

fasting.
1 ' 2

A NUTRITIONAL BREAKTHROUGH FROM MILUPA.

milupa
References: 1. Howard, F.M., O'Halloran, E.Tess and Creagh, A. (1985)

Diarrhoea: After Rehydration, What next? Human Nutrition: Applied Nutrition,

39A, 53-61. 2. Hohenaner, L. (1983) Dietary treatment of acute gastro-enteritis

in infants Monatsschr Kindcrh 131,1-4.

For technical information contact the Scientific Department, Milupa House. Heroes Rd. Hillingdi in r xbridge. Middx UBKi 9NA Tel (0895) 59851

.

For details of ptoduct availability, contact your local Milupa Representative or Sales Dept
,
Milupa Ltd. Rivermeade. Oxford Rd. Denham, V xbridge. Middx UB9 -4BH Tel (0895)72121

Important: During diarrhoea breastfeeding should continue unless otherwise

directed by a doctor. Use of Special Formula HN25 in babies under 4 months

should be under medical guidance.



EEC MATTERSB====

Pharmacy product liability
Under the Directive, if a claimant suffers

damage as a result of a defective

product he will no longer need to prove

negligence. He will still have to prove that a

product was defective and the damage
resulted from the defect (ie causation).

The producer on whom strict liability

may fall would generally be the

manufacturer, or the importer into the

Community of the finished product or the

defective raw material. This could have a

marked effect on the importation of generics

from outside the EEC.

In order to give the claimant a clear

route of action, strict liability will also attach

to anyone who presents himself as the

producer (eg by putting an own-brand label

on the product) and, where the producer

cannot be identified, to any supplier of the

product who cannot identify someone
further up the chain of supply. This could

have pronounced effect on patient records,

batch numbers and sources of supply for the

retail pharmacist.

A product is defective when it does not

provide the safety which a person is entitled

to expect, taking into account all the

circumstances. These include the

presentation of the product, eg instructions

for use, and the "state of the art" when the

product was put into circulation. The
Directive provides the producer with

defences in certain instances, including the

"development risks" defence where he can

prove that the slate of scientific and technical

knowledge when he put a product into

circulation was not such as to enable the

existence of the defect to be discovered.

Periods

The Directive allows a period of three years

from the discovery of the damage, the defect

and the identity of the producer, for the

bringing of proceedings, and a long-stop

period ol ten years from the date when the

product was put into circulation for the

extinction of all rights. The Directive does

not alter the rights of an injured person

under the laws of contract and tort.

The rights of recourse available under

national law will remain and the principle of

contributory negligence — under which

damages may be reduced or disallowed

when the injured person contributed to the

injury by his own fault — will also be

retained. This will have important effects

within pharmacy with regard to patient

compliance.

The three year and ten year limitation

periods will also have repercussions with

regard to pharmacists' records, both of

The purpose of the European
Community Directive on pro-

duct liability is to harmonise
the laws within Member States

and to give similar protection to

consumers throughout the

Community against defective

products. The United Kingdom
is required to adapt its laws to

give effect to the Directive by
July 30, 1988. PSNC chief ex-

ecutive Alan Smith lays out the

implications for pharmacy.

purchase and supply. There will be
particular problems with generics unless

pharmacists insert the batch number and
supplier on the label on dispensing.

Options

The Directive allows Member States to take

different positions on a few points. These are

particularly important in respect of the

development risks defence and the setting of

financial limits (proposed £43m).

Article 7(e) provides that the producer
shall not be liable if he proves that the state of

scientific knowledge when he put the

product into circulation was not such as to

enable the existence of the defect to be
discovered. Article 15 provides that, by way
of derogation from Article 7(e), each
Member State may maintain or introduce

liability for development risks.

A true development risk is rare and yet

the availability of the defence has been one
of the most controversial issues raised by the

Directive. Some have argued that the

inclusion of such a defence would leave a

significant gap in the liability system,

through which victims of unforeseeable

disasters would remain uncompensated, and
which would bring back many of the

complexities that the introduction of strict

liability is supposed to avoid (eg the

thalidomide tragedy).

Manufacturers, on the other hand, have

argued that it would be wrong in principle,

and disastrous in practice, for businesses to

be held liable for defects that they could not

possibly have foreseen. They believe that the

absence of this defence would raise

insurance costs and inhibit innovation. Many
useful new products might not be put on the

market. New pharmaceutical products

would be rare and manufacturers and

prescribers would avoid the risks of

manufacturing or prescribing new products.

The Government has accepted that there

are grounds for the defence in the UK given

that it is stringently defined in the Directive.

The burden of proof will fall squarely on the

producer to show that the defect could not

reasonably be expected to have been
discovered. It will not necessarily be enough
to show that he has done as many tests as his

competitor, nor that he did all the tests

r iquired of him by government regulations.

It will not be easy for a producer successfully

to plead this defence.

The Directive does not set a limit to a

producer's total liability. However, Article 16

states that a Member State may provide a

producer's total liability for damage
resulting from a death or personal injury

caused by identical items with the same
defect shall be limited to about £40m.

Injustices?

The Government believe that setting a

financial limit could lead to injustices in

multiple claim situations, and to lengthy

delays in the payment of compensation

where there is a possibility of further claims

in respect of the same product. The
Government accepted the inclusion of the

optional provision in the Directive on the

grounds that the limit is set at such a high

level that there will be no difference in effect

from an unlimited liability system.

Manufacters in the UK are already

subject to laws which do not set limits on
liability. Firms already make their own
commercial decisions about how much
product liability insurance to obtain, and
they already have to shoulder the risk of

claims which might exceed their insured

limit. Government sees little benefit in

setting a limit.

Article 2 of the Directive exempts

primary agricultural products and game
from the scope of the Directive. Under the

Directive, "primary agricultural products"

means the products of the soil, of

stockfarming and of fisheries, excluding

products which have had initial processing.

The Directive will apply to such processed

products even if the defect in the product

was not caused by the industrial processing

itself. The exemption for primary
agricultural products can be withdrawn by

individual Member States in their

implementing legislation.

The Government at present sees the

arguments for exempting primary
agricultural products outweighing those for

including them in the regime.
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The Government believe that setting a
financial limit could lead to injustices in

multiple claim situations.

Of particular interest to pharmacies,

especially those involving agriculture and
veterinary business, is the question of

hormones being used in meat production

and antibiotic residues in milk, etc. The
Directive must be brought into force by July

30, 1988 but it could come into force earlier

and the Government see no reason why it

should not do so.

The position of pharmacists, doctors,

nurses and others operating in the health

sector requires particular consideration.

Many health care personnel are the last link

in the chain of supply of medicines from

manufacturer to patient, and as such might

be liable when the producer of a defective

medicinal product cannot be identified. For

NHS staff, the supplier would be the health

authority, not the member of staff

concerned. It is expected that the authority's

records would need to provide particulars of

the sources of its drugs if it is to be sure of

avoiding liability.

Some health care personnel such as

general medical and dental practitioners are

not employees of health authorities but

under contract to them. Their position is

similar to that of retail pharmacists who
would be expected to maintain adequate
records or, in the absence of such records, to

be subject to liability when the producer

cannot be identified.

It should be stressed that the exercise of

clinical judgment in favour of one medicinal

product rather than another will not of itseli

create a liability on the part of the

practitioner concerned for damage caused

by the product; nor will the exercise of such

judgment of itself affect the patient's right of

action against the producer.

Article 6 states that a product is defective

when "it does not provide the safety which a

person is entitled to expect, taking all

circumstances into account". This includes

presentation (instructions, labelling,

advertising and marketing arrangements);

the use to which it could reasonably be
expected to be put; and the time when put

into circulation.

The safety which a person is entitled to

expect raises complex issues in respect of

medicinal products and adverse reactions to

them. Establishing the existence of a defect

in a medicine administered by a patient is

complicated by the fact that not only is the

human body a highly complex biological

organism, but at the time of treatment it is

already subject to an adverse pathological

condition.

In order to avoid an adverse reaction, a

medicine will have to be able to cope
successfully with already faulty organs,

disease and almost infinite variations in

individual susceptibility. The more active the

continued on p260
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{EEC MATTERS! NEWS

EEC Matters continued from p259

medicine, the greater the chances of an

adverse effect.

Attention would also have to be paid to

related environmental factors (emergency or

routine, method of administration, situation

and supervision etc) and to possible

interactions for example between a patient's

diet and the medicine, or published

warnings and the patient's ability to

understand them. These are all

circumstances which should be taken into

account in determining the level of safety a

person is reasonably entitled to expect, and
hence in determining whether a particular

medicinal product is defective.

An inferior quality product is not

considered "defective" unless it actually

introduces a risk of injury.

Risk defence

One of the important defences to

pharmacists will be the assumption of risk

defence. But before the consumer can assess

this risk it is imperative that all the necessary

information is available to him in an
understandable form, unless the prescriber

assumes the risk on his behalf.

A producer will not be liable if he proves

that the defect which caused the damage did

not exist when he put the product into

circulation. This is particularly important for

products with a short life-expectancy or for

products accompanied by warnings and
instructions for use which might be
detached by the final supplier. This has

important implications for pharmacy,
particularly regarding the common practice

of removal of package inserts.

A producer cannot avoid or reduce his

liability when the damage is caused both by

a defect in his product and by the act of

omission of a third party (eg where a

defective product has been badly stored by
the supplier and the damage resulted from a

combination of these faults). However,

national laws governing recourse and
contribution are not affected.

Moreover the liability of the producer
may be reduced in the event of contributory

negligence by the injured person. This

accords with the existing law in the United

Kingdom.
No action can be commenced under the

Directive after a period of ten years from

when the product was put into circulation.

Persons injured by products with latent

defects will not be able to claim
compensation under this Directive, though
they will still have rights of redress under the

law of tort.

Finally, it should be noted that the

liability of the producer to the injured person

may not be limited or excluded by contract

or any other form of agreement.

RPA to revise

constitution and
prepare charter
The Rural Pharmacists Association
is to revise its articles of Association

in order to produce a broader based
constitution and prepare a format
for a rural pharmacists charter.

A working party will present their

findings on this to the RPA Council at its

next meeting and a final decision will be
made at the AGM and Annual Conference
to be held in London on November 15-16.

The theme of this year's conference will be
"The distribution of medicines in rural

areas" and the Council has also given its

full support to a research project on the

same subject.

The project was initiated as a pilot

study in Norfolk by Professor Marsland of

Brunei University and will be co-ordinated

by RPA member Keith Jenkins (C&D

'Which?' supports

BP analgesics
BP painkillers are much cheaper
than most brands and just as

effective for most problems, advises

the Consumers' Association

magazine Which?
The standard preparations of aspirin,

soluble aspirin and paracetamol can be as

little as a quarter of the price of branded
equivalents, says the report. It adds that

some brands which claim to be good for

particular problems such as backache,

headache or rheumatic pains, may cost 10

times as much but contain nothing to make

Drug campaign
takes effect
The Government's campaign
against drug abuse by young
people is making its mark, DHSS
Under-Secretary Ray Whitney told

MPs this week.
Preliminary results of a Government

commissioned evaluation of the campaign
"suggested there has been an increase in

awareness of the negative consequences of

using heroin" Mr Whitney said in a

Parliamentary answer. There was "a

deflation in the image of heroin and of

misusers; and an increase in the

November 10, 1985). The Council agreed
to expansion of the project to cover several

areas to enable an assessment to be made
nationally — £1,000 has been set aside

from the RPA fighting fund and it is hoped
to raise £6,000 through donations for the

project which could be completed this

Summer.
The parallel import non-users register

set up by the RPA is to be discontinued

following legal advice that activity in this

field was "very dangerous." Registration

fees will be returned to the 202 members
on the register if an SAE is received by
secretary John Davies before March 31.

The penalties imposed by the Rural

Dispensing Committee on some
pharmacists starting up new businesses

are considered "totally unjustified" when
their basic needs far outweigh any losses

by dispensing doctors. It was suggested

that compensation from the RDC should

be limited to a maximum of three months.

During this period one third of the patients

should be transferred to the prescribing

list at monthly intervals after the pharmacy
has opened.

them any better than other formulations.

Possible exceptions are Femerital,

Codural and Feminax which contain

antispasmodics to help period pain,

ibuprofen and aspirin which are more
effective for some types of rheumatism,

and Migraleve because it contains an anti-

emetic. While ibuprofen appears to be
more effective than aspirin or paracetamol

for period pain, says Which?, Librofem is

"just the same as other brands of

ibuprofen."

Because there are no big differences in

effectiveness, Which? recommends
looking for a product in a form that is

convenient to take and at a reasonable

price, unless there are medical reasons not

to take one or another.

proportion saying they would reject heroin

if offered," he said. The campaign has not

undermined the image of cocaine as

"dangerous," he added.

But the Home Office now estimates

there are at least five times more opiate

addicts than are registered, according to a

Parliamentary answer from Home Office

Minister of State David Mellor. Research

indicated, also, that abusers of other drugs

are as numerous as heroin addicts.

A report by Commons Select

Committee on Home Affairs, due at the

end of March, is expected to put the

number of addicts and occasional drug

misusers far higher than Mr Mellor's

estimate and to call for more funding for

addiction treatment centres.
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IMPORTANT ANNOUNCEMENT FROM AGFA

Ifyour photofinisher

uses Agfa paper,

you could wing your

way to the holiday

of a lifetime...
Agfa paper has always meant happy

customers, repeat business and repeat profits.

But this year there's even more reason for you to go

for a wholesale photofinisher who uses Agfa paper.

In 1986, Agfa launch the most important

consumer promotion ever mounted for a

photographic paper. A promotion that guarantees. .

.

EVERYONE'S A WINNER.
For starters there's a fabulous round-the-world

family phototour for the winner of our 'Name that Shot'

competition. Plus the chance to win thousands of

pounds' worth of other prizes in our supporting

competitions.

But in this great promotion everyone wins!

Everyone gets BIG BONUS VOUCHERS to spend on

holidays, travel and much, much more, everytime

their prints come back on Agfa paper.

CARRY ON WINNING!
The more films they have processed the more

chances they have to enter the competitions, win big

prizes and enjoy the spending power of their

BIG BONUS VOUCHERS!
And if one of your customers wins the

fabulous Phototour prize then you'll win too - a

luxurious fortnight for two in the sun-baked Seychelles.

Get on to your wholesale photofinisher now
and make sure he's on board this business-building

promotion. If he's not using Agfa paper, get him to

change. If he won't - change your photofinisher!

If you'd like further information about this

great promotion, call The Professional Division at Agfa

on 01-560 2131.

Agfa-Gevaert Limited,

27 Great West Road, Brentford, Middlesex TW8 9AX.

AGFA
. - .neversettle forless f



SECURITY

Safe and sound —
it's worth the effort

1 . Doors and Windows. Experience shows

that the rear of the premises is a major

problem area. Often even the most basic

security measures are not in evidence. Poor

locks and unprotected windows are easily

overcome by the most amateur thief — facts

widely known to the criminal fraternity.

Perimeter doors should be solid, made of

at least 2in thick hardwood with sheet steel

fixed to the outside by coach bolts, have nuts

on the inside at intervals of no more than lin

and non-returnable screws fixed between

the bolts at intervals not exceeding 4in.

Locking bars should be secured to the walls.

However strong the locks are, if the

frame can be moved the door can be

crowbarred and moved within the frame.

The door should fit snugly into the frame or

gaps will let an implement be wedged
between them.

Locks must be of British

Standard 3621 — preferably

a mortice deadlock. A A
good lock only Mm
responds to the

correct key and
guards against

duplication,

manipulation

and forced

attack. If there

is a two-leaf

door, secure

the top and
bottom of

the second

leaf with an

"Espagnolette'

bolt — a

vertical bolt

running up
the height of

the window or

door and
worked by a

handle or

lever. This

moves the top left

half of the bolt

upwards and the

bottom half

downwards to „

simultaneously engage the top

and bottom of the frame.

Door hinges should be fixed with strong

Potential intruders depend on
their entrance being unseen
and unheard. Time is an
important factor and anything
that can be done to delay the

intruder's entry is an effective

deterrent. Well thought-out

external security will also

protect your dispensary, says
Ken Rogers, security manager
at Unichem, who offers some
advice on safeguarding
pharmacy premises.

Chemist

screws of the same length as the thickness of

the door. It is advisable to have three hinges

to increase resistance to force. On any

external door that opens outwards exposing

hinges to the outside the screw heads should

be "burred" to prevent removal. Two dog
bolts should be fixed on to the door.

2. Windows. Windows are vulnerable. An
old fashioned remedy still holds good — if

the window is not essential, brick it up!

Otherwise you should install bars or glass

type bricks. If bars are fitted they should be

not more than 5in apart and the steel work

used at least 5/ein in diameter. This type of

bar can also be fitted to fanlights where it

should be cradle-shaped to allow for

ventilation. If the bars are over 2ft long they

should have a tie bar halfway along their

length, and if over 4ft long, a tie bar every

2ft. Each bar should be welded

to the tie bar to strengthen

them against attempts

to bend them apart.

St. The bars should be

cemented 3in

deep into the

brickwork

surrounding

the window.

Where bars

have to be

fitted to

wooden
frames

substantial

screws

should be

used to

scure them,

or welded

to a flat

metal frame

the size of

the window
recess, with

the frame

rawl-bolted

into the

brickwork of

the recess.

3. Yards. Many
pharmacies have

a yard at the rear

surrounded by a wall. Any door

or gate in that wall must have a strong
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)cking bar across it with a close shackled

adlock. Examine the door and frame at

sgular intervals to ensure that they are in

ood order and not rotting because of the

ffects of weather. Drainpipes and
ackpipes starting 3yd from the ground and

)ps of walls should be treated with anti-

limb paint or barbed wire nests to stop them

eing used as access to roof levels.

Risk of burglary is far greater at night.

5ood security lighting, one of the best

eterrents, will reduce the risk by increasing

le possibility of the offender being seen and

pprehended. Install vandal-proofed

xtemal and internal lighting operated by

me switches or externally by a switch

ontrolled by the amount of daylight (not

ependent on a time switch), or connected

) a movement detector which operates the

ghts only when there is movement in the

nmediate vicinity. All equipment should be

istalled at a high level with the cables

laccessible from the outside as much as

ossible to prevent interference.

)ispensary — the high risk

area

he dispensing pharmacist should have an

itemal lockable door with restricted access

> the key.

Controversy has arisen among crime

revention officers (CPOs) regarding the

umerous types of drug cabinets used.

)ften those specified by the Home Office in

le 70s are inadequate toaay and may be
lsecurely fixed to the wall. Such cabinets

ay to the burglar: "Here I am, the

'ontrolled Drugs are kept here."

As part of the Government's response to

le report of the Advisory Council on the

lisuse of Drugs on security arrangements

)r Controlled Drugs, police officers are to

|e encouraged to exempt pharmacists from

:atutory requirements if their own non-

:andard precautions are judged adequate

C&D December 21, pll31). Many CPOs
dvise the use of a floor or wall safe for CDs,
nd the installation of a personal attack

utton is thought to be a good idea in some
reas. Stocks of CDs can be kept to a

linimum by arranging with distributors to

ave frequent deliveries when necessary.

At little cost an intruder alarm can be
laced on the CD cabinet/safe connected to

n already installed alarm or to a system on
s own. Keys to the CD safe must not be kept

1 the top drawer or hanging on a hook in the

ispensary — stricter control must be
rganised and the key held only by
uthorised personnel

.

lash.

)ash receipts should be banked daily at

arying times by male members of staff and
ot, as often happens, by female staff

arrying the bank bag at regular times on

regular routes. Times and routes must

always be varied and, if possible, high

denomination notes carried on the person

and smaller sums in the bank bag.

Similarly, notes in the till should be

transferred to the safe until ready for

banking, so if there is a theft from the till, a

smaller amount is stolen. Any discrepancies

between the till roll and takings at the end of

the trading day must be investigated

thoroughly since close control of cash and

stock will itself act as a deterrent.

Burglar Alarms

Most CPOs carry an authorised list of alarm

installers for their particular area which is

available on request. Alarms must be
efficient, reliable and non-troublesome. It is

advisable to apply to three or four local

companies for a free survey and quotation

and then compare pnces. Beware of leasing

agreements — the front page of the

agreement will usually quote the

specification and cost but there may be small

print at the back. This may give a figure, an

annual sum for the use of equipment and
show an additional cost of annual
maintenance charges.

Before agreeing to an installation, ask:

how long it takes for the engineer to arrive if

the alarm is activated or a fault occurs;

where the engineer is based, both at night-

time and during the day; what the call-out

charges are, and how long the guarantee

lasts. Finally, insist that the "sounder" has a

different tone to other alarms nearby.

Insurance

Close liaison with the company's insurance

surveyor — whose advice can be invaluable

— is vital. The insurance company and local

CPO should be consulted before any

extensions are started or the shop premises

are modernised. Insurance companies issue

packages for pharmacies but the cover often

vanes as much as the pnces; it is advisable to

make sure the policy covers all security

needs, rather than just picking the cheapest

one.

Insurance surveyors usually accept

CPOs' advice on whether premises meet

their security standards. But check with the

company for their approval. Don't forget the

well trained CPO's advice is free and these

officers are only too pleased to be asked to

pay a visit. All police forces in the UK have
CPOs and for an appointment just leave a

message at the local police station.

Remember — the pharmacist with no
security problem just doesn't exist — a sad

comment but true!
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SECURITY(qSggS

Stop! Thief!
Shoplifting is a perennial problem for

retailers and security manufacturers
market a variety of devices to make detec-

tion easier. But spotting a shoplifter is on-

ly half the battle, warns Volumatic chief

executive Frank Pegg. It is just as impor-

tant that the pharmacist and his staff are

aware of the right things to do next . . .

1 . Make sure you see the thief take at

least one item.

2. If possible, see where the thief con-

ceals them. This is important because it

helps prove the suspect intended to steal

and didn't "forget to pay".

3. Make sure the suspect doesn't pass

the goods on to a colleague or deposit

them somewhere in the shop if he thinks

he's been spotted. To do this it's very im-

portant that you never lose sight of him.

4. Check that the goods haven't been
paid for.

5. Wait until the suspect has left the

shop before approaching them. Ask them
to come back in with you then call the

police.

6. Let the police do the interview.

1. Don't search the thief yourself.

8. Don't write down a statement from
the thief.

9. When the police arrive give them a

factual account of what has happened,
don't elaborate. Afterwards write down
what you remember with your signature

and the date attached.

10. Try and have another member of

staff with you at all times, especially if you
are a male arresting a female shoplifter.

Every corner of the shop can be watched
on the Quadravision screen which
monitors four separate cameras and lets

you close in on suspicious customers

Pharmacy breakins

Drug thefts Non-drug thefts

I quo 445 590

1981 375 594

1982 307 583

1983 245 544.

L984 197 555

1985 161 560

Drug theft falls
Fewer controlled drugs are being stolen

from pharmacies as it becomes easier for

users to obtain supplies elsewhere.

The incidence of controlled drug thefts

in 1985 fell for the fifth year in a row,

according to the latest figures from

Pharmacy Mutual Insurance. "The main
reason is that drugs are now so much
easier to obtain on the streets" said PMI
manager John Hart.

Figures for non-drug thefts are fairly

constant. But although claims to PMI for

1985 were 4 per cent down on the previous

year, actual monetary settlements were

higher. "This is because of increasing

rebuilding costs as thieves use more
extreme measures such as removing tiles

from roofs to gain entry to well-protected

pharmacies," explained Mr Hart.

But he stressed that it is still worthwhile

the pharmacist's fitting burglar alarms. "A
burglar alarm won't stop anyone getting in

but it will act as a deterrent. And it means
the police can get there quickly. If the

intruder is permitted to stay on site

uninterrupted for half an hour enormous
losses can be incurred," said Mr Hart.

Keeping tabs
Pharmacists can now keep an eye on their

less scrupulous customers without the

shoplifter knowing, according to the

manufacturers of a new 'invisible' security

aid.

Electro Thred has been developed, say

makers Knogo, to get around the high

visibility problem of conventional security

tags. Quite simply, the prospective
shoplifter can often see which items are

tagged, and restrict his activities to

untagged goods.

With Electro Thred, a four inch strand of

wire, he doesn't have that choice say Knogo
— because he doesn't know which items are

tagged. The £0.02 wires are so unobtrusive

that they can be hidden behind price labels

or bar code tickets, or even shrink-wrapped

inside cosmetic packs. The tag doesn't need
to be removed at the counter, but unless they

are de-activated with a special electronic

gadget, a loud alarm will sound.

If the thief can't see the device when it is

in place, the pharmacist need not tag every

item. The threat is enough, say Knogo UK
Ltd, Harleyford, Marlow, Bucks.

Safer in the bag
Securicor

7

s new Cash Guard service aims to

cut the cost of high security cash collections

for the smaller retailer.

Cash Guard operates the same way as

the large scale cash-in-transit service. The
retailer places his day's takings in a Cash
Guard container with his bank book and
fastens it with the special Securicor seal. It's

then picked up by the courier in a safe van
and delivered to his bank.

Collections of up to £4,000 a time can be
carried by Cash Guard either on a regular

basis or arranged as needed by telephone.

Three collections a week cost about £5.

Securicor, 24/30 Gillingham Street,

Victoria, London SW1V1HZ.

What the eye can't see... the new
Electro Thred
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Body-heat gives intruders away
alarms being caused by noise or air

turbulence near the sensor. And an optional

latch facility means extra detectors can be

linked to one control panel.

Measuring 3 by 1
3A by AVi 'm, the makers

say it will fit easily and unobtrusively into the

corner of a wall or shop sales area. Peak
Technologies Ltd, Dayson Works, Warwick
Road, Borehamwood, Herts

Peak Technologies have introduced a low-

cost infrared intruder detector for small

retail premises

The unit — AD 1 — works by an infrared

sensor picking up any body heat within a

12m range. This triggers an alarm or sends a

warning message to a police or central

control station.

A dual element sensor prevents false

Eyes in the back of the head
For the pharmacist who sometimes wishes he

had four pairs of eyes, Photo-Scan say their

Quadravision system is the answer.

Quadravision enables four closed circuit

television cameras to be linked to a single

monitor. Each takes a quarter of the screen.

But at the first sign of trouble, one section

can be blown up to capture the crime.

Quadravision can be linked to a system

which activates a timed alarm and time and
date generators ensure an accurate record

of events, say Photo-Scan.

Photo-Scan Ltd, Dolphin Estate, Windmill

Road, Sunbury on Thames, Middx.

Don't fight back!
Hopefully it'll never happen to you — but if

robbers armed with threatening weapons do
choose your shop as a target, the most

important thing to do is stay calm, says

Scotland Yard.

The following mnenonic and advice

appeared in the Irish Pharmaceutical

Journal. It's message is sound, according to

Scotland Yard.

CO-OP
^1 oncentrate and keep calm.

Obey — do what you're told but no

more and no less.

Observe. Try and note the details of the

robbers nearest to you. You may not

have much time so concentrate on height,

build, eyes, distinguishing features. Wnte
these details down as soon as you can and
keep them with your signature and the

date. Try and see which way they go on
leaving.

Preserve the scene mtact. Don't disturb

anywhere the police might find finger

or footprints. Keep witnesses there until the

police arrive or make sure you can contact

them later.

Stay out of danger and don't take risks

— you might end up getting hurt.

I SUPPORTS HIMSELF AND
MEANS BUSINESS

HE

The Versatile Safe Baby Sitter

A Sure Way To Boost Your

Sales And Profits
The baby sitter is a moulded, semi-rigid

>mooth plastic support with four sturdy

egs, each housed in a large rubber suction

:up which adheres securely to any smooth
wrface including baths

Suitable for babies from six months
ipwards. Baby can sit and play safely

saving mum with both hands free

ATTRACTIVELY PACKAGED AND I
'

EASILY DISPLAYED WITH R.R.P

OF ONLY £6.50.

:

ILL IN THE COUPON NOW OR RING
)625 535273. TELEX 669755 Office G

OR DETAILS OF HIGH PROFIT MARGINS.

Consumer Advertising Campaign in leading

National Young Family Magazines starts

'ebruary High Sales in U.S.A.. Australia and
'ither European countries So stock up NOW to

neet demand Immediate delivery

lease send me details ot the Safe Baby Sitter

NAME POSITION

COMPANY

ADDRESS

Send to

The Sales Manager

Lee Rom Manufacturing

1 7 Gainsborough Close. Wilmslow

Cheshire SK9 2NP

POSTCODE

EL NO li :.~\: v/.lO :yvro.r:/:r^
-J
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BEWARE OF INEFFECTIVE
SUBSTITUTES AND AVOID

DISAPPOINTING YOUR CUSTOMERS.

OUTER OF TWENTY FOUR
DISPENSERS.

AVERAGE CONTENT 30 - £17.07

INC. VAT.

The STOPPERS COMPANY Ltd

2 A & B Taylors Lane Industrial Estate, Pilling,

Lanes. PR3 6AB.
Telephone: Pilling (STD 039 130) 787. 602^

Please send me ( ) outers of Stoppers

Name
Company
Address

Tel:

The STOPPERS COMPANY Ltd

2 A & B Taylors Lane Industrial Estate. Pilling, Lanes PR3 6AB
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^PHARMACY ECONOMICS
By Eric Jensen. BCom. MPS. MInstM

Division and supervision -

it saves time and money
Work measurement and method study

are complementary. Work measure-

ment helps with planning, budgeting,

financial control. These functions can't be
efficiently performed unless we know how
much of any particular type of work can be
undertaken every day.

For measurement, work is divided into

three types:

1. Repetitive

2. Non-repetitive

3. Mixed repetitive/non-repetitive.

The amount of purely repetitive work in

pharmacy has declined a lot since the days

when such products as glauber salts or

cream of tartar were weighed and pre-

packed on the premises — and with the

advent of original-pack dispensing. In some
pharmacies, where own-name preparations

are packed and labelled, there is repetitive

work comparable with jobs in the

manufacturing industry. Here, it is best to set

firm targets for output every hour or every

day. In these cases, a time study would be
valuable. But the dispensing of a

prescription calls for a different approach. It

is still important to assess the productivity of

a dispenser, and to do this fairly, the

estimator must have special qualities and
technical knowledge.

Before we can measure productivity in

the dispensary, we must define exactly what

the tasks involve, and the required standard

of performance. The single-handed
pharmacist who has to take in the

prescription, do his or her own labelling,

wrap and hand out the finished article, make
any necessary phone call to the prescriber

and talk to the patient, as well as actually

filling the prescription, clearly cannot

expect as high an output as a dispensing

"team". Division of labour, if properly

planned, is a powerful aid to productivity.

In measuring work, we are concerned

with optimum performance over a long

period of time — that is, what output can be
achieved without harm, physical or

psychological, to the worker. In deciding on

a reasonable output we should take into

account the equipment available, the

environment, the need for relaxation, and
allow for contingencies which can be time-

absorbing.

In the front shop there are similar

difficulties to those in the dispensary. There

is no standard time for serving a customer.

But we can, by observing and by analysing

sales results over a certain period, compare
the productivity of different members of

staff. Here, again, each job has to be clearly

defined. Some staff might spend almost all

their time in customer contact, while others

might be involved in arranging displays,

replenishing stock, and so forth.

A useful aid, where work measurement
is difficult to apply, is activity sampling. This

can be especially valuable and time-saving

for the owner of more than one pharmacy.

The basic principle is simple. The owner or

deputy just visits each department and any

branches at random and sees what activity,

if any, is going on and how the staff are

engaged.

The surprise element is essential — if it is

known that the boss will be arriving at a

certain time, the level of activity is pretty

likely to be high. Another essential is that the

investigation should be carried out over a

long period of time, and judgements are not

made from just a few observations. Owners
might well say they already carry out these

visits as part of their normal supervision,

without regarding them as anything to do
with work study. This is often true — but the

danger is that the visits become routine.

Branch X could well know that the boss will

be along at 11.30am on Friday, and will

circulate in the usual way.

Visits ore vital

Sampling must not only be random, it must

also be representative. That is, it must give a

realistic picture. For example, if a visit is

made when some members of staff are on

their break, this obviously should be

understood and allowed for. The more visits

made, the greater the accuracy of the

results, other things being equal. Absolute

accuracy is neither possible nor necessary;

we are dealing with human beings, not

machines. And those with a statistical bent

will appreciate that doubling the number of

visits does not double the accuracy. To do

this would require four times the number,

and to treble the accuracy would mean nine

times as many visits — and so on.

It might be suggested that all this smacks

of spying! But supervision is a key part of any

owner's or manager's job, which staff

accept, and it makes sense to see it done in

the most efficient way possible. Pharmacists

are constantly exhorted to spend more time

with customers, to avoid being inaccessible,

remote and barricaded in the dispensary.

The sampling process, as part of work study,

can combine two important functions in

optimising profit. Wages are almost

certainly your largest expense, and
customers enable you to pay them. Give
service to the customer, and promote staff

productivity at the same time by supervision

— and you have the best of both worlds.

Careful assessment of staff performance

will often reveal unsuspected talent — and
give a fairer view of who pulls their weight,

and who looks good without being quite so

productive. It is well known that many
people can look busy, especially when the

boss is around. But only when the hard facts

are to hand can the chaff be sorted from the

wheat. And only then can fair decisions be
made on remuneration in cash, and other

ways. When rewards are wisely related to

work, productivity and profit is increased.

Individual performance should earn

rewards; good profit-sharing schemes are

valuable, but should include incentives

directly linked to the productivity of each

member.
As this article was being typed, Chemist

and Druggist for January 18 arrived with a

report by Xrayser on the zinc-sulphate

episode. Here was an example of what

occurs when the kind of supervision and
training which work study would suggest is

lacking. Here there appears to be
justification, if justification be needed, for a

continuous review of procedures and
policies.

As profits are measured in units of

money and leakages estimated in terms of

cash or stock, not enough attention is given

to the enormous waste incurred through

inefficient use of time. A salutary exercise

for any owner is to record over a few typical

weeks or days precisely how every minute is

spent. The recording should cover work,

leisure— every activity. An analysis should

then be made to show how much time has

been spent in dispensing, how much behind

the counter, how much in interviewing

representatives, how much in travel to and

from business, in watching television,

reading, playing golf, and so on.

Properly carried out, the exercise will

clearly involve a fair amount of time, trouble

and self-discipline. But the long term

benefits will far outweigh the effort. An
objective study of the analysis can suggest

economies of time, and more delegation.

And then profitability must increase.
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FOR YOUR
EYES ONLY

Vital information for self-employed Pharmacists

and those in a job without a pension

Howthetaxman can helpyouto
collectup to £63,000 tax free plus

£18,700 ayear for life.

-for as little as £1.00 a day.

If youYe self-employed or in a non - pensionable job,

you'll know only too well that you'll have to fend for your-

self when it comes to providing for retirement. And that

could mean some interest from hard earned savings plus

the basic State pension which, currently, is only £35.80 a

week, or £57.30 if you're married. It could be a lean time!

But it need not be if you act now.

You can easily build up very substantial extra retire-

ment benefits in a simple and tax effective way- a Personal

Pension Plan through The Royal National Pension Fund
for Nurses.

Dramatic Tax Savings

Did you know the Inland Revenue will pay a large

part of the cost- up to 60%- of your plan?

For each contribution paid the taxman will give back

tax relief equivalent to the highest rate of tax you pay on

your earnings— and that can't be bad for starters.

HOW THE PLAN WORKS
Suppose you're a 30% taxpayer and put £40

a month into a plan. The taxman will hand back

£12 in tax relief so it will cost you only £28 to get

£40 worth of benefits. That's a very big saving,

indeed— and it will be even greater if you're a higher

rated taxpayer.

What you will get for your money.

Let's say you're a male, aged 34, paying £40
gross a month. Based on current investment returns,

you can expect a tax free lump sum at 65 of £63,000

plus an annual income for life of £18,700. If you

pay tax at 30% until you retire your plan will cost

you just over £10,000— less than £1.00 a day.

Built-in Flexibility

The annual amount paid in can be varied depending
on your circumstances and the upper limits of contribu-

tion laid down by the Inland Revenue. You can pay
regularly— from monthly to annually— or make single

contributions as and when your finances allow. Contri-

butions can be increased or decreased at any time. The
actual amount of benefits you will receive will depend,
of course, on your age of entry, age at retirement, how

much is invested, and the investment conditions in the

future.

RNPFN — the safe and profitable place to invest

A Personal Pension Plan with The Royal National

Pension Fund for Nurses offers you an excellent return

on your money plus complete peace of mind. We've

been in the pensions' business since 1887 and presently

manage over £200 million on behalf of 50,000 members.
Whatever your age, your current financial situation

or your existing pension arrangements, it makes good
sense to find out more about the RNPFN plans.

You can start your plan with an outlay of only £10

a month or a once-off annual contribution of just £100,

which is not a lot to begin providing for a secure and
more comfortable retirement. So send for a copy of our

booklet plus a free quotation. There's no obligation, and
a salesman will not pester you. Remember, when the

taxman is prepared to hand out money it's a pity not to

take advantage of it.

Complete the coupon now, pop it in an envelope,

and post it — without a stamp — to:

The Royal National Pension Fund for Nurses,
Freepost, London WC2N 6BR.

Or telephone David Jordan on 01-839 6785.

I 1

To: The Royal National Pension Fund for Nurses,

Please send me without obligation your booklet on personal pensions

and a quotation of benefits

Surname (Miss/Mre/Ms/Mr)

First Name(s)

Address

Post Code

Date of Birth /19

Occupation

Are you working in a job without a pension'

(tick box) Yes U No

How much could you invest each month' £

146A/I

1P5 J



ELECTION NEWS

Vote, vote, vote...
Election time is here again, and 1986 promises to be busier

than usual, with candidates putting up for the major
Committees and Associations. PSNC. LPA and APC elections

are already underway, and NPA Board and the Society's

Council elections are just around the corner.

Pharmaceutical Services

Negotiating Committee
Voting papers and candidates' election

address will be posted to electors in the

following NHS Regions, where seats are

being contested, on Tuesday, February 1 1

.

3. Trent

4. East Anglia

9. Wessex

1 1 . South Western

12. West Midlands

13. Mersey
14. North Western

The completed voting papers should

be returned to the Electoral Reform

Society, in the addressed envelopes

provided, not later than 12 noon on

Monday, February 24, 1986. The newly

elected members will be eligible to take

their seats at the PSNC meeting to be held

on May 14, 1986.

If any pharmacy contractor, who is

eligible to vote, does not receive a voting

paper he should immediately contact The
Electoral Reform Society, 6 Chancel
Street, London SE1 OUX (tel: 01-928 9407).

There will be no election in the

following regions as one candidate only

has been nominated.

Region
1 . North Eastern

2. Yorkshire

5. NW. Thames
6. N.E. Thames
7. S.E. Thames
8. SW. Thames
10. Oxford

15. Wales

A.M. Tweedie

L. Calvert

J. Kirkby

A. Spirack

D.W. Higggins

P.C. Holman
P.D. Dean
I. Phillips

Local Pharmaceutical Sefton (C)

Committees Sheffield (E)

Solihull (E)

Elections, either for pharmacy contractors Somerset (E)

(C) and/or employee representatives (E) Stafford (E)(C)

are necessary in the areas listed below: Stockport (E)(C)

Avon (C) Sunderland (E)(C)

Barking & Havering (E)(C) Surrey (E)

Bamsley (E) W. Sussex (C)

Bedford (E) Tameside (E)

Birmingham (E) Trafford (E)

Bolton (E)(C) Wakefield (E)(C)

Bradford (E) Warwick (E)

Brent & Harrow (E) West Glamorgan (E)

Calderdale (E) Voting papers will be posted to electors

Cambridgeshire (E) in the above LPC areas on Tuesday,

Cheshire (E) February 1 1 . Any eligible pharmacist who
Cleveland (E) has not received a voting paper for the

Coventry (C) appropriate election, ie an employee

Devon (E)(C) pharmacist for area marked E or pharmacy

Doncaster (C) contractor for area marked C should

Dorset (C) contact The Electoral Reform Society at

Dudley (E) the above address as soon as possible.

Gwent (C) Completed papers should be returned to

Gwynedd (C) the Electoral Reform Society, in the

Hampshire (E) addressed envelopes provided, to be

Isle of Wight (E) received by 12 noon on Monday, February

Kent (E) 24.

Leicester (E) In the following areas local

Merton, Sutton & Wandsworth (C) arrangements have been made and any

Norfolk (E) enquiries in these areas should be made to

Northampton (E) the local returning officer whose name is

Northumberland (C) available from the secretary of the Local

Shropshire (E)(C) Pharmaceutical Committee:

-

Sandwell (E) Bexley & Greenwich

Remember this one? We are indebted to

Mr J.P.T. Yeung of East Goscote, Leicester

for the following translation. So now you

know...

M C& ?k

% q £ jl >tS >£ -

SAM.
Camden & Islington

Kensington, Chelsea and Westminster

Kirklees

Lambeth, Lewisham and Southwark

Liverpool

Rotherham
Powys

St Helens & Knowsley

Salford

Walsall

Wirral

Area Pharmaceutical
Committees

In Scotland, elections for the new Area
Pharmaceutical Committees will take

place in March, with nominations closing

on February 10. Any contractor elected to

an APC is automatically elected to the

Area Chemist Contractors Committee who
will, at their first meetings, elect their

representatives to the Pharmaceutical

General Council.

College of Pharmacy Practice

This year also sees the election for all nine

elected places on the Board of Governors

of the College of Pharmacy Practice. In

each future year three will retire and be

eligible for re-election.

Practitioner and active founder

members are invited to nominate

candidates for the 1986 election. Each is

eligible to nominate one other practitioner

or active founder member for election to

one of the nine places. Nominations should

be sent, together with the candidate's

acceptance, to the College at 1 Lambeth

High Street, London SE1 7JN.

The election timetable is as follows:

Friday, February 21 — Closing date for

nominations.

Wednesday, March 19 — Posting of a

voting paper, with reply envelope, to each

practitioner and active founder member.

Friday, April 18 — Final date for the

receipt of voting papers at the College.

,

Wednesday, April 23 — Declaration of the

election result at the annual general

meeting.
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'Advice/ advice
counsel the patient on the reasons for that.

With those medicines that are obviously

intended by the prescriber to be taken over

waking periods, I also indicate "...at

regular spaced intervals during waking
hours." With a "bd" dose I usually interpret

that as meaning morning and evening, or

twelve hourly. The indication before or

after food is also automatic, and is usually

interpreted as Vz-\ hour before, or after, as

the case may be.

I therefore agree with Xrayser in his

last paragraph. Surely one of our most

professional services is the correct

interpretation of a doctor's wishes, and if

that appears to be indecisive, to contact

the prescriber and ascertain exactly how
he would like the label to read.

I am appalled because the whole
correspondence appears to denigrate the

common sense of pharmacists as a whole
and, unless the patient is a moron, I would
like to think that even without counselling

his reading of properly written labels

would be perfectly clear.

Leo Harris

Churchdown, Gloucester

No motion
Information has appeared in the

pharmaceutical Press that the Manx
Branch of the PSGB was to discuss a

motion for the Representatives Meeting.

The motion read:- "That this meeting

urges the Society to use its best

endeavours to set up, in association with

the relevant bodies, an organisation

modelled on similar lines to the BMA to

represent all pharmacists in contractual,

commercial and professional matters,

particularly on issues which the Society is

unable to enter into because of limitations

imposed by its Charter."

As the Press deemed this to be of

interest to readers in the context of current

politics, perhaps you would be kind

enough to publish that such a resolution

was discussed at length by the members of

the Branch at a special meeting and
eventually withdrawn by the proposer.

T.D. Kerruish

Public relations officer,

Isle of Man Branch, PSGB.

I am appalled at the reasoning expressed

in the letter from Brian Herbert (C&D, and

at the comments, January 11, p62), in that

and similar letters on the interpretation of

directions on prescriptions. Because of the

current trend to exhort the public to "Ask

your Pharmacist, youTi be taking good
advice," directions on labels for dispensed

medicines should automatically give the

best possible directions. Further

counselling should explain any point that

the patient might not understand.

I commenced my training in pharmacy
fifty years ago — then we understood that a

day consisted of 24 hours! However, I take

the point that in most cases medicines are

given during waking hours, but with

certain very obvious exceptions. We would

be failing in our duty if we did not consider

blood levels with antibiotic and similar

medications.

With this type of medication I always

label: "Take four times during 24 hours,

preferably at regular intervals," and

Stephar bv farmaceutische produkten

SPECIALISTS IN

PARALLEL
IMPORT/EXPORT Under licence from the Dutch Health Authority

PHARMACEUTICALS — parallel import wholesalers within the EbC

• Fast efficient order processing from our comprehensive stocks • Competitive prices

• Over 10 years experience in parallel importing • Regular promotional discounts
• Guaranteed products of EEC origin • Pharmacists indemnity insurance
• Over 120 licensed products in our range • Own laboratory facilities

• Standard payment terms give up to 90 days credit (up to 60 days credit with settlement discount)

pleased to announce the transfer ol U.K. sales and administration to our wholly owned subsidiary STEPHAR (U.K) LIMITED.

LIMITED will not market products for which PL(PI) applications have been rejected, these lines being withdrawn from our

list pending the results of our appeals.

ill continue to offer a comprehensive range of products for which pharmaceutical equivalence has been checked by our

laboratories. These will be available to clients outside the U.K. and to clients with export orders.

STEPHAR B.V.
Van Utrechtweg 4, 2921 LN Krimpen A/ D Ijssel

HOLLAND
Telephone: 010-31-1807-10444 Telex: 25542 Steph NL
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NPA BOARDM BUSINESS NEWS

Boots kick off with IBM
at point-of-sale

continued from p228
persuade Government to allow small

businesses to set aside tax-free sums for

business development.

3) The threshold of £8,500 for "higher

paid" employees should be indexed.

4) There should be much clearer guidance

to enable individuals to decide whether

they were self-employed or employees.

5) The proposal that employers should be

under a legal obligation to provide

pensions for employees should not fall on

businesses employing fewer than 10 staff.

6) Proprietors of small businesses faced

disaster in the event of prolonged absence

due to sickness etc: private medical

insurance should be allowed against tax.

7) Capital allowances should be allowed

on capital investment in retail premises.

8) Limited companies effectively incur a

double charge to capital gains tax when
selling their businesses: this anomaly be

should be removed.

9) The cost of travelling from home to work

should be allowed as an expense for

taxation purposes.

Pharmaceutical & General Provident

Society: Interest on members' accounts

for 1985 is to be credited at 11 per cent and

the apportionment is to be £1 .80 per share

and the terminal bonus 12'/2 per cent of

the balance due upon termination.

Business Services: Members are to be

offered a protective window film, and a

special discount arrangement negotiated

with the Hector Powe City Club. The NPA
is in correspondence with the Health

Education Council about a possible anti-

smoking kit and is exploring sponsorship

for an information dossier for pharmacists

on dental topics.

Training: More than 500 offers have been

received to provide training places under

the new two-year YTS scheme. Ailsa

Benson, head of the Training Department,

is to represent the National Chamber of

Trade on a Group set up by the Retail

Consortium to examine MSC proposals.

"Pharmacover" Pharmacy Insurance:

The transition from the old shop policy to

the new "Pharmacover" is progressing

smoothly. There has been no problems

with the complex computer programme
required to handle proposals under the

new policy. A major launch of the new
policy to non-PMI members in the late

Spring was recommended.

H The "health care in the High Streets

Campaign was the subject of an interview

on London local radio station LBC
(Wednesday Feb 5). Director of

Information at the Family Planning

Association, Zandria Pauncefort, who
iniated the Campaign, told listeners of the

project and its background. She said that

pharmacists potential as sources of health

care advice was underexploited, and she

hopes the campaign will change this.

Boots intend to put electronic point-

of-sale systems into 170 of their

larger branches over the next three

years, if trials with new IBM
hardware prove successful.

The pilot installation of the IBM 4680

store system — the first in Europe — will

take place this Summer at Peterborough

branch, where there are expected to be

some 45 POS terminals. It is not

anticipated that branches using fewer than

15-20 units will be included in this first

phase, but the equipment has been chosen

because of its flexibility and potential for

combining with dispensary requirements,

including patient records, should that

become the norm in pharmacies. Total

investment for the 170 stores should be

around £20m.

System 4680 comprises an in-store

controller (probably sited in a

management office) and up to 128

terminals, half of which can be cheaper

satellite units depending on another

terminal for processing capacity. Each

terminal is modular, allowing for different

physical arrangements on the counter of

the system unit, keyboard, display, cash

drawer and receipt/audit roll printer.

Optional input devices include

scanner, scales, OCR wands and magnetic

stripe credit card readers. Boots will be

using an EAN bar code reader (having

given suppliers until this Autumn to code

their products) and expect to be able to

input 70 per cent of unit sales in this way;

the remainder will be coded in store with

Farley to start

at Kendal soon?
The first trial production run at

Farley Health Products' Kendal
Factory will begin within the next

two weeks if the results of a new
series of tests are satisfactory.

The source of Salmonella ealing

contamination at the factory has not yet

been located and the tests will continue to

concentrate on the site and the spray

drier. A spokesman for the company said

it was a further round in the exhaustive

testing which began six weeks ago, and if

the tests and the trial run were satisfactory

the factory would be back into production

once a buyer was found. He added that

there had been considerable interest in

Boots' own eight-digit code and will be
entered into the system manually.

Announcing the company's plans on
Monday, Keith Ackroyd, managing
director of Boots' retail division, said that

unlike some others who had invested in

POS, Boots had first identified their data

needs and installed the infrastructure to

use it. He therefore anticipated benefits

both in-store and in areas such as stock

control and use of sales and stock data by

central marketing. Among the system's

uses wil be automatic stock replenishment

from branch stockroom, Boots' common
stockroom system (in which a large branch
acts as a depot for local smaller branches)

and from warehouses, using telephone

data transmission.

The system 4680's controller is a

version of the IBM PC AT; it manages the

terminal network, provides price look-up

and prepares management reports. Its

recommended minimum configuration has

1.5 mb of RAM, a 20mb fixed disk, a 1.2mb
diskette drive, display and keyboard. The
operating system is concurrent DOS 286,

which runs in both the controller and
processor terminals — which themselves

are programable and offer 1 mb of RAM
and power-loss protection.

IBM say that a typical system with two

controllers, 30 terminals and software costs

around £104,000. Modules from the system

could also be used by smaller retail groups

with several branches, where a mini

computer is already justified at warehouse

level.

both divisions of the business, the cereals

and rusks division at Plymouth and the

Kendal plant, but they were unable to

reveal who the interested parties are.

Farley Health Products was still being

offered for sale as one business or

separately as Oster Products Kendal and

Farley's of Plymouth, although it had not

yet been formally divided.

Kodak awards
Kodak have awarded their

November gold award to

Berkhamsted Photographic.

The winners were established as a

mini-lab two years ago. Other winners are
]

Grunwick Processing Labs, Boreham-

wood, Colourcare International of Neath,

Addy's of Boston and T. Litster of Peebles.
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Attacks from all sides greet

the new Wages Bill

The Government's Wages Bill —

published on January 31 — has met
with criticism from both labour and
retail management organisations.

Attacked by the TUC and Labour Party

for reducing employee protection, the Bill

has also been criticised by the CBI and

Retail Consortium for its proposal to

restrict redundancy rebates to smaller

retail firms.

The main points of the Bill are:

Restricted redundancy rebates:

Government would abolish the 35 per cent

rebate for statutory redundancy payments
— except for companies with fewer than 10

employees. The estimated savings from

this move are given as £200m in a full year,

plus the employment costs of people who
deal with claims.

Wages Councils reform: Workers

under 21 to be taken out of the Wages
Councils system, to create jobs at lower

pay rates. The system would also be

simplified, with workers and employers

able to negotiate their own terms and
conditions.

Repeal of the Truck Acts: This takes

away the right of manual workers to be

paid in cash. Employers could only deduct

10 per cent of every wage payment for

stock or cash shortages. Employees could

appeal to industrial tribunals over

deductions they consider to be unlawful.

Large and small retail companies
should be treated the same way with

regard to redundancy rebates, says the

Retail Consortium — and the Bill's

restrictions have given rise to "widespread

concern" in the retail industry.

Director general Tom McNally said the

Consortium did welcome the decision to

retain but simplify the role of Wages
Councils. He commented: "The provisions

of the Wages Bill are inextricably linked

with those of the Shops Bill," and said the

Consortium was pleased that the

Government had responded to requests

for the two Bills to be dealt with in parallel.

"It is essential for consistency to be

maintained. One area that must be
examined is the proposal to exclude

workers under 21 from the Wages Council

system, and the Shops Bill suggestion of

amending shop workers' employment
conditions, so that they would go on

applying only to workers under 18," said

Mr McNally. He commented that many
retailers have maintained that the

exclusion of workers under 21 from the

system will enable them to recruit more
young people."

Beecham keep
City whispering
Rumours are flying in more than
one direction about a possible ICI

bid for Beecham.
While Imperial Chemical Industries

have refused to comment on City

speculation, some observers have

reported "top level talks" and the

possibility of a £3bn bid. Others have

dismissed the idea, seeing Beecham's
consumer products business as a barrier to

any ICI interest.

Beecham has issued a formal statement

to the Stock Exchange denying any

takeover or merger discussions, and

saying that ".
. .the company knows of no

circumstances which indicate that a bid is

under contemplation."

Valentine date
The Keep Sunday Special

campaigners have marked
February 14 as a day for

"simultaneous action."

The committee wants as many people

as possible to tum out on that day and

lobby MPs, says the National Chamber of

Trade in its NCTNews.
The NCT comments: "Nobody who

opposes full-scale Sunday trading should

leave it all to others to fight their battles."

Big ideas could

bounce back
The past year's mergers and
takeovers, and the "big is beautiful"

retail theory, could boomerang
back to the financiers, as customers

lost out on choice, says a recent

survey.

With the independent choice

narrowing, consumers may just stop

spending, say shoplifters CIL in their

"Annual review of the retail market".

According to the surveyors, British

retailing suffers from a lack of "integrated

shopping" centres, where offices,

entci Ldinments and shops are all built on

one site. And another failing is the

deteriorating service in shops.

The relaxation of laws on trading hours

is welcomed by CIL, who
say . . . "experiences in other countries

suggest that once initial staffing problems

are overcome, the increase in income
significantly outstrips the increase in

overheads".

Specialised shopping is the town

centre trend, and CIL see bigger retailers

like Boots — who tried to diversify into

many areas — losing their identity to some
extent, as other companies step in.

Turning to the Government's plans for

rating reforms, CIL have no doubt that

they would lead to higher rates, and many
places would then see a slow rental

growth. CIL Annual Review (£15), CIL

Systems Ltd, Fonthill Road, London N4.

A case of Gems
Richards & Appleby have gone to

the courts over the alleged

infringement of their Gem
trademark.

The company says it has no connection

with Gem Cosmetics Collection Ltd, the

British branch of a West German company
involved in the direct selling of cosmetics

and leather goods.

Gem Cosmetics Collection are being

compulsonly wound up on the petition of

the Trade and Industry Secretary, after

allegations that they breached the rules on

pyramid selling.

1
Ethyl Alcohol (S.V.R.)

Fermentation and synthetic qualities both available to British and all well known International Specifications and Pharmacopeias.

James Burrough (EA.D.) Ltd.
356 Kennington Road. London SE11 4LD Tel: 01 582 0232
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Unichem expand
computers
Unichem have announced plans for

a large scale expansion of their

computer systems, said to be worth

Elm in 1986.

The expansion, at both central and

pharmacy level, is due, say Unichem, to

the company's recent rapid growth — 19

per cent in 1985 — plus heavier demands
anticipated from continued growth and the

impact of original pack dispensing.

The first stage will be the installation,

this Spring, of a second IBM 4381

mainframe computer and associated data

storage. This will be followed throughout

the year by major extensions to the

company's network, both at head office

and in the branches. This year will see new
systems for accounting, stock control,

management information and a

replacement for Wolf (Warehouse On-
line Facility), say Unichem. The company
will also be introducing a new Prosper

system, which will eventually be extended

to offer more facilities via a new range of

in-pharmacy terminals.

Unichem say they will shortly also be

announcing details of a new range of

alternative integrated systems for Prosper,

Scriptwriter, Pride and Prism. The range

is expected to include a low-cost

combined Prosper and Scriptwriter

package and two new versions of Prism.

Last Lords lap
The Shops Bill was expected to

overcome its final hurdle in the

House of Lords this week as C&D
went to Press and will now go to the

House of Commons.
The concensus at Westminster is that

the Bill has passed its sternest test, with

bitter opposition in the Lords being put up
by the Bishops in particular. However, the

Bill was never seriously contested

following the defeat of an amendment by

the Bishop of Birmingham. That defeat,

during the second reading debate, was

said to virtually rule out any later changes.

Two "last-gasp" amendments were to

be debated in the Upper House on

Thursday. One amendment proposed by

Liberal leader Alan S. Seear would have

given employees working on Sundays two

week days off in lieu. Another, by Lord

Lloyd of Kilgerran (Liberal) would have

made the Government's proposals subject

to a three-year experimental period.

The Bill will be up before the

Commons later this month.

Northern buy
Hall Forster & Co are buying M.
Baum (Wholesale Chemists) Ltd of

Sunderland through their holding

company G.P. Fairman & Son.

The target company has a turnover

approaching £4m with net asset value just

under £lm. John Forster, managing
director of Hall Forster, said the

shareholders' problem was because of

tighter margins imposed by government

action and competitive trading conditions.

"The profitability of pharmaceutical

distribution has come under severe

pressure for all companies — but more
particularly those operating smaller

depots."

Beaum's services will be transferred to

Newcastle. Hall Forster say Baum staff will

be offered positions in Newcastle and Mike

GIRP in Ireland
Pharmaceutical distributors from 15

countries will be represented at the

annual general assembly meeting
of GIRP (Groupement International

de la Repartition Pharmaceutique).

to be held in Ireland from May
25-28.

The UK will be represented by the

National Association of Pharmaceutical

Distributors. Apart from GIRP's annual

meeting, the programme will consist of a

seminar on the role of the pharmaceutical

wholesaler in Ireland. Further information

from Jim Hegarty, MPSI, chairman, PDF
(tel Dublin 779801, or 931801).

Monday, February 10

Plymouth & District Branch. Pharmaceutical Society, board

Room, Derniord Hospital al 8pm. F.H. Oliver on "Is allergy to

food a major cause of disease?"

Southampton & District Branch. Pharmaceutical Society.

Polygon Hotel, Southampton at 7-30 for 8pm. MrW.B. Rhodes,

assistant secretary, PSGB on "The FPA's health care

campaign."

Tuesday, February 11

Oxford Study Group. College ol Pharmacy Practice.

Committee Room, PGMC, Level 3, John RadcUffe Hospital,

Oxford at 6.30pm lor refreshments. Mr M. Beaman on "FPCs,"

Dr B. Veitch on "PSGB," and Mrs E. Sadler "Paediatrics."

Crawley. Horsham and Reigate Branch. Pharmaceutical

Society. Boots, Crawley at 7.30pm. Chairman's evening with

Mrs Linda Stone, Council member. Pharmaceutical Society as

the speaker.

Lanarkshire Branch. Pharmaceutical Society, Strathaven

Suite, Garrion Hotel, Merry Street, Motherwell at 8pm. DrI.P.

Hunter, general dental practioner on "The role of the

community pharmacist".

Leicestershire Branch. Pharmaceutical Society. Leicester

Royal Infirmary, postgraduate medical centre at 8pm. Mr
Graham Walker on "Merchandising perlumes."

South West Metropolitan Branch. Pharmaceutical Society.

Nevin Lecture Theatre, St Thomas' Hospital, SE1 at 7. 15pm for

refreshments. Dr L. Anderson, Lecture, London School of

Smith, managing director of Baum's, will

become executive director of Hall Forster,

G.P. Fairman & Son will be sold.

Tougher measures to stop dangerous

goods reaching the public are

recommended in the latest Consumer
Safety (Amendment) Bill. The Bill —
introduced as a Private Members Bill by
Tory MP Conal Gregory — covers

consumer goods like electrical appliances

and cosmetics.

Bayer have bought back their own name
in the US for $25m, according to the

Financial Times. Sterling Drug sold the

trademark back, having bought the rights

65 years ago. They have kept the Bayer

Cross logo and name for their aspirins.

The US company Rhinechem Corporation

will now be called Bayer USA Inc.

Pharmacy on "Herbal medicine." Joint meeting with SE
Metropolitan branch.

Wednesday, February 12

Ayrshire Branch. Pharmaceutical Society. Piersland House

Hotel, Troon at 8pm. Joint meeting with BMA.

Chiltern Region. Pharmaceutical Society, PGMC King

Edward VII Hospital, Windsor at 8pm. Dr G.B.A. Veitch on

"Drug interactions."

Liverpool Branch, Pharmaceutical Society, Duncan

Building, Royal Liverpool Hospital, Daulby Street, Liverpool 3

at 8pm. Dr H.E Parry, consultant physician, Infectious

Diseases Unit, Fazackerly Hospital on "AIDS and related

topics."

Scottish Borders Branch. Pharmaceutical Society, Peel

House, Peel Hospital, Galashiels at 7.30pm. DrG.N. MacLaine

on "Pathology and treatment of multiple sclerosis".

Joint meeting ol all Manchester Pharmacy Groups, lecture

theatre, St Mary's Hospital, Hathersage Road, Manchester 13,

at 8pm. Dr D.H. Maddock, immediate past president of the

Pharmaceutical Society on "Current pharmacy problems."

Refreshments. Meeting sponsored by the Manchester Jewish

Pharmacists Association.

Thursday, February 13
Glasgow and West of Scotland Pharmaceutical Society,

Walton Suite, Southern General Hospital, Glasgow. The Todd

Lecture. Dr M.S. Parker, head of department of pharmacy,

Bnghton Polytechnic, on A pharmacist among the microbes".

Advance Information
Sub-Committee on Post-qualification education and

training of pharmacists, Hilary Term 1986 programme. March

6 Hepatic and renal diseases day course at Hillsborough

March 19, 26 and April 2, 9: Nutrition in illness and health, four

evening senes of workshops in Belfast. April 7:

Counterprescnbing for common skin conditions, evening

workshop. Apnl 15 TDM Theophylline pharmacokinetics day

course in Antnm. May 27: TDM phenytoin pharmacokinetics,

day course at Hillsborough. Further information from Mr

Morrow, course organiser, post-qualiiication education,

Dundonald House, Upper Newtonards Road, Beliast BT4 3SF

(tel- 0232 650111 Ext 761).

National Pharmaceutical Association, training courses,

central London. Tuesday, February 25— stoma care &
incontinence, fee £50. Wednesday, 26 February — surgical

hoisery, fee £50. Thursday, February 27 — truss fitting, fee £68.

Thursday, March 6 — diet & skin care, fee £30 Wednesday Si

Thursday, March 12 & 13 — profit from people, fee £145.

Tuesday, April 8 — controlling your business, fee £92.

Wednesday, April 9 — law in action, lee £30. Tuesday, April

15 — basic photographic sales training, fee £28. Thursday,

April 17 — display in the pharmacy, lee £51.75. Tuesday, May
20 — hair care & suntan products. Further information from

National Pharmaceutical Association, Mallmson House, 40-42

St Peters Street, St Albans, Herts AL1 3NP (tel: 0727 32161).

Pharmaceutical Society, Scottish conference, Atholl Palace

Hotel, November 1-2: "Getting the message across".

COMTNQ EVENTSHHH!
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I f you want to reel in your business

targets with the minimum of waste and

maximum effect, use the business press.

It's the only way that you can be

certain you're fishing in the right pool.

give you extra efficiency, resulting in

even more precise targeting.

You'll be using the most attractive

bait, too. With its regular supply of news,

informed editorial, vital facts and figures,

You'll find that there's a ^| j 4Y^<J ;| [•)

I

\

tne business press is a

specialist business and pro-
-;<4V»llJ;y

medium that your customers are

fessional publication to cover ———— — hooked on. So when they see

every industry or job function. In
^^LLljuir

yOU r good ideas in their favourite

many areas, competing titles can publication, they'll bite.

BUSINESS AND PROFESSIONAL PUBLICATIONS
Issued by the British Business Press, a group of 21 leading publishers within the Periodical Publishers Association British Business Press, Imperial House, 15-19 Kingsway, London WC2B 6UN



CLASSIFIE
Post to

Classified Advertisements,

Chemist & Druggist,

Benn Publications,

Sovereign Way, Tonbndge,
Kent TN9 1RW.
Telephone Tonbndge (0732)

364422. Telex 95132.

Ring Hazel Barry ext 210

for further information

Publication date
Every Saturday

Headings
All advertisements appear

under appropriate headings.

Copy date 4pm Tuesday prior

to publication date.

Cancellation deadline

5pm Monday prior to

publication date.

Appointments

A Nelson Pharmacies Ltd
Specialists in Homoeopathic Pharmacy

PHARMACIST MANAGER
HOMOEOPATHY

Nelson's the well known Homoeopathic Pharmacy in Duke
Street, London W1 invite applications for the position of

Pharmacist Manager.

Applicants need not have previous experience of

Homoeopathy but should have a commitment to the

concept and practice of Homoeopathy.

Full training given in all aspects of Homoeopathic
Pharmacy.

Excellent salary negotiable, experienced supporting staff,

five day week and pension scheme.

Apply Superintendent Pharmacist,

73, Duke Street, Grosvenor Square, London W1M 6BY.
Telephone: 01-629 3118

Situations Wanted

Due to a redundancy situation starting 1st April 1986

Company Representative
seeking position in the "Chemist Sales" field Present position

held for 1 5 years covering: Cornwall, Devon, Somerset, Dorset,

Hants, Wilts, Avon and South Wales. Excellent connections.

Reply Box: C&0 3153

Display/Semi Display
£13.40 per single column
centimetre, min 30mm.
Column width 42mm.
Whole Page £1200.00

(260mm x 180mm)
Half Page £650.00

(125mm x 180mm)
Quarter Page £345.00

(125mm x 88mm)

Box Numbers £3.00 extra

Available on request.

All rates subject to

standard VAT.

Agents

AGENTS
required by

PRETTY CLEVER PRODUCTS
in the following areas:

1 ) London
2) Southern Home Counties

3) West Midlands

4) North East

Exclusive high quality cosmetic and beauty

lines.

Contact: John Kerry, Unit 5, Padgate Business

Centre, Green Lane, Padgate WA1 4JN.

AGENTS REQUIRED TO SELL
JESS T00THRRUSHES and other

volume SELLING LINES
Jess toothbrushes are now Britain's biggest selling value for

money toothbrush range. We now require agents to develop our

sales to wholesale and retail chemists throughout London and

South East England.

We offer an excellent package.

For further details telephone: John Gretton on 0562-700478

(Trade enquiries welcome)

Price Labels

Agents

BR LEWIS CHEMISTS LIMITED
1

require

AGENTS
To sell UK Generics and EEC Imports in

several areas including Manchester and
Liverpool.

We are a long established company offering

an ethical and reliable service.

For further details telephone:

Give Ewens, or Brian Lewis on
(0322) 349212

WE SELL FOR LESS!!
and offer

A FREE BOX OF LABELS
when you place an order.

They could cost less than £22
per

Try me for value — I will not be

undersold - GUARANTEED
QUALITY
Servicing and repairs available.

Contact: Low Price Label Co.,

FREEPOST, 88 Southbourne
Grove, Westcliff-on-Sea,

Essex SS0 3BR.
Telephone: 0702-333761

(anytime)

TOM L YDON
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Professional Prescription

Computer Labelling

£1098 Including 10% NPA rebate (UK Mainland only)

THE NEW RICHARDSON AMSTRAD

"The popular Richardson labelling program still

has not been bettered at the price, and this new
lower-cost disc model is the latest in the line of

quality labellers from an acknowledged market
leader . .

."

NPA Pink Supplement — November 1985

For further information or a demonstration in your own pharmacy, please contact

John nichardion Computer! Ltd

fDEEPOlI Pieilon PR* SBU lei. OITX iI>Jf>>

Recommended

Simply the best
The Park range of Computer Labelling Systems - simply the best

Prove it for yourself with a 14 day Free trial.

SYSTEMS FROM £b50 TO THE NEW DISK-BASED SYSTEM 800 AT £1295 PRICES EXCLUDE VAT AND INCLUDE A 10% NPA REBATE

i ontiit ! David Coleman or

Mike Sprince MPS
Park Systems Ltd.

4 I 4 ! Varlmmnil S/r<r/,

/ iivriwol I X iKN
1,1 ir,i 7i is ssi ii I

f'W« b28b22

Singapore A^cut^

Summit Co.

Ruby Industrial I ttatc

SittgafKirv / ^ 34

Supplier Wanted

DISPOSABLE NAPPIES
Expanding group, seeks supplier.

BOX C&D3157

Shopfitting

LEXDRUM
0626834077

WE PROVIDE A PROFESSIONAL
SHOPFITTING SERVICE FOR THE

RETAIL PHARMACY

LEXDRUM STOREFITTERS
Chappie Rd, Bovey Tracey, Devon.

k 0626834077

STOP READING THIS

MESSAGE!!

If you have a service,

product or vacancy to offer

the world of Chemist &
Druggist, it could be your

name that the rest of the

industry is reading here.

START ADVERTISING
After all, you read it

didn 't you?

Labels

I OP QUALITY
si I I -ADHESIVE

LABELS
i /m computer or typewrite! use)

ONLY A PHONE CALL AWAY

051-708 8800
41-43 Parliament St /f

Liverpool ^ J jfe
L8 5RN @2ffl3^r
Teh, mmaiiB
b2Hb22

Businesses Wanted

DRUGSTORES

WANTED

Substantial party wish to acquire

large or small drugstores anywhere

within a 50 mile radius of London.

Quick cash completion. Strict

confidence.

Please telephone:

Mrs. Nash.

(0732) 450859 office

(0732) 459798

evenings/weekends

Business Opportunities

Irish Distributor
requires regular supplier of known brand

flash bulbs and Duracell batteries.

Reply: BOX C&D3158
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PEOPLE

Nathan resigns:

looks to Council
Mr Alan Nathan, a founder of the

Pharmacist Action Committee, and
acting chairman of its successor the

British Pharmacists Association

(UK), has resigned and says he will

stand as a candidate in the

forthcoming Pharmaceutical

Society Council elections.

BPA say that in doing so he is

honouring the Association's policy that

committee members do not have dual roles

that might lead to conflict of interest. Mr
Michael Hirsch, acting treasurer, has also

resigned to devote more time to his

community pharmacy. Mr Hirsch feels a

full-time treasurer is required for the

efficient financial control of the

Association. Mr Joey Martyn-Martin,

group publicist, says that BPA will be

looking to replace Mr Nathan and Mr
Hirsch as soon as possible, and will be

consulting regional committees over the

coming weeks before an election is held.

Acting honorary general secretary

Charles Flynn told C&D that BPA hoped to

hold full scale elections for national and

regional committees in the "fairly near

future." "The time is coming close when
we will have to show ourselves to be

accountable. I, for one, am looking

forward to the elections." Mr Flynn says

that BPA will give notice of its membership

figures when its elections are announced.

BPA say they have made an

arrangement with Professional Eye an

"independent national newspaper"

printed in the Isle of Man, to publish news.

The second edition of Professional Eye has

been distributed this week. Mr Flynn says

the views in the paper are not necessarily

those of the BPA, and Professional Eye

says it will accept views from any

professional organisation.

C&D on TV
via Prestel
Chemist & Druggist was on
television on Friday. Confused?

Pharmacist Idris Hughes, who runs the

On-pharm pharmacy Prestel system, was

talking about viewdata systems on BBC2's

"Micro Live" programme, and to illustrate

the points he was making called up C&Hs
Prestel news pages. Mr Hughes was

urging an improved viewdata service.

Typesetting and graphics by Magset Ltd, Sidcup, Kent. Printed by Riverside Press Ltd, Whitstable, Kent. Published by BENN PUBLICATIONS LTD, Sovereign Way, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1RW

Registered at the Post Office as a Newspaper 32/26/24s Contents © Benn Publications Ltd 1986. All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, mechanical

Marathon man
York pharmacist John Dwyer is the

first London Marathon runner to

come to C&D s attention this year.

A 53 year old relief pharmacist for the

Selles Chemist chain, he only started

jogging three years ago, originally to keep

fit. He now has two full and eight half

marathons behind him. His best time for

the full distance was three hours, 57

minutes, at Leeds. He has set himself a

target of three hours forty five minutes for

his first London Marathon on April 20.

Mr Dwyer is raising money for the

Imperial Cancer Research Fund, and is

sponsored to the tune of £100 so far.

Training is going well, he reports, and he

is clocking up a regular 40 miles a week.

Any more marathon men or women out

there? If so you might like to get in touch

with the National Pharmaceutical

Association, who are prepared to sponsor

runners to the tune of £100.

Elections soon,

say YPG
The Young Pharmacists Group is to

elect a national committee at an
inaugural meeting in Birmingham
on March 16. The venue is Aston
University, at 1.30pm.

Four meetings were held around the

country last year to gauge support for such

a group. It is hoped membership will be

sufficient to operate on a regional basis.

The proposed membership fee is £15.

No age limit is being introduced, as the

group would not wish to exclude anyone

who wishes to become involved. The YPG
hopes to encourage participation of

pharmacists who feel disillusioned with

local branch affairs, and to form links with

other pharmacy groups and organisations.

Further details from Mr M. Koziol, 14

Wellington Court, Lyndon Close, Perry

Barr, Birmingham.

APPOINTMENTS

Scanlon returns
Charles Scanlan, the only previous British

managing director of Revlon, is rejoining

Revlon as managing director after a gap of

three years. The company commented that

after the "confusion and uncertainty"

following the acquisition of Revlon by

Pantry Pride, it was now "
. . .intent on

returning to those standards of innovation

and quality which made it a leader in

fragrances and cosmetics in the 70s."

C.G. Drummond
memorial
The Executive of the Scottish Department

of the Society wishes to establish a

permanent memorial to the late Charles

Gray Drummond. As Mr Drummond was

the most eminent historian of pharmacy in

Scotland, it was considered appropriate to

catalogue and display adequately the

Department's historical collection, much
of which is stored under unsuitable

conditions.

A fund is therefore being set up to

enable the collection to be properly

housed and displayed in a room at 36 York

Place, to be designated the "Charles

Drummond Room". At the same time, the

room would be redecorated and more

comfortably furnished to provide an

amenity for members and guests, as well as

a facility for letting to approved outside

organisations.

I am sure that Charles Drummond's
many friends and colleagues would wish to

be associated with such a memorial to him.

Contributions, payable to the Charles

Drummond Memorial Fund, should be

sent to the Secretary of the Scottish

Department of the Pharmaceutical Society

at 36 York Place, Edinburgh EH1 3HU.

Mrs B. C. Montgomery.
Chairman,

Scottish Executive PSGB.

photycopying, recording or otherwise without the prior permission of Benn Publications.
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mazingly, there are more
than seven hundred items

in our range of natural

ingredients, from aconite to zanth-

oxyllum. Gathered from every

corner of the globe to meet your

most exacting requirements.

Whether it's herbal and medicinal

extracts, galenicals, oleoresins or

chlorophylls, you'll get the same
uncompromising quality, the same
personal friendly service. Quickly

and reliably.

To find out more about Ransom
Natural Products, 'phone Hitchin

(0462) 37615. You'll get

the straightforward facts

without all the razzamataz

Ransom Natural Products
William Ransom & Son pic, Bancroft, Hitchin

Herts SG5 1LY. Tel: Hitchin (0462) 37615 Telex: 825631
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MACKENZIES
SMELLING SALTS
low in an

attractive counter

unit. Display it,

and profit from the

extended

SMELLING SALTS
mmi

Promotion of Mackenzies Medicated Smelling Salts through

women's journals and gardening journals has always created a

high demand.
Mackenzies packaging has been updated to maximise sales impact but still retains the

traditional image. Bottles are in individual cartons presented in an attractive counter display

unit of 12.

For ourspecialbonus offeron Mackenzies MedicatedSmelling Salts contact yourlocalCox
representative ortelepnone Cox on (0271) 75001.

(SgjT COX PHARMACEUTICALS
Whiddon Valley Barnstaple, Devon EX32 8NS.

Telephone: 0271 75001




